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We describe a method for constructing simplicial model structures on ind- and pro-
categories. Our method is particularly useful for constructing “profinite” analogues of
known model categories. Our construction quickly recovers Morel’s model structure
for pro-p spaces and Quick’s model structure for profinite spaces, but we will show
that it can also be applied to construct many interesting new model structures. In
addition, we study some general properties of our method, such as its functorial
behavior and its relation to Bousfield localization. We compare our construction to
the1–categorical approach to ind- and pro-categories in an appendix.
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1 Introduction

In [31; 32], Quick constructed a fibrantly generated Quillen model structure on the
category of simplicial profinite sets that models the homotopy theory of “profinite
spaces”. This can be seen as a continuation of Morel’s work in [30], where, for a
given prime p, he presented a model structure on the same category that models the
homotopy theory of “pro-p spaces”.

The purpose of this paper is to present a new and uniform method that immediately
gives these two model structures, as well as many others. For example, while Quick’s
model structure is in a sense derived from the classical homotopy theory of simplicial
sets, our method also applies to the Joyal model structure, thus providing a homotopy
theory of profinite1–categories. Our construction can also be used to obtain a model
category of profinite P–stratified spaces, where P is a finite poset, whose underlying
1–category is the 1–category of profinite P–stratified spaces defined in Barwick,
Glasman and Haine [8].

One general form that our results take is the following version of pro-completion of
model categories:

Theorem 1.1 Let E be a simplicial model category in which every object is cofibrant
and let C be an (essentially) small full subcategory of E closed under finite limits and
cotensors by finite simplicial sets. Then for any collection T of fibrant objects in C, the
pro-completion Pro.C/ carries a fibrantly generated simplicial model structure with the
following properties:

(i) The weak equivalences are the T–local equivalences; that is , f W C ! D is a
weak equivalence if and only if

f � WMap.D; t/!Map.C; t/

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for any t 2 T.

(ii) Every object in Pro.C/ is again cofibrant.

(iii) The inclusion C ,! E induces a simplicial Quillen adjunction E� Pro.C/.

(iv) If T � C is closed under pullbacks along fibrations (as in Definition 7.10)
and cotensors by finite simplicial sets , then the underlying1–category of this
model structure on Pro.C/ is equivalent to Pro.N.T//, where N.T/ denotes the
homotopy coherent nerve of the full simplicial subcategory of E spanned by the
objects of T.
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The model structures of Quick and Morel mentioned above can be obtained from this
theorem by appropriately choosing a full subcategory C of sSet and a collection T
of fibrant objects. Another known model structure that can be recovered from the
above theorem is the model structure for “profinite groupoids” constructed by Horel in
[18, Section 4].

The new model category Pro.C/ is a kind of pro-completion of E with respect to the
pair .C;T/, and could be denoted by yE or E^

.C;T/. The left adjoint E! Pro.C/ of the
Quillen adjunction mentioned in item (iii) can be seen as a “pro-C completion” functor.
For the model structures of Morel, Quick and Horel mentioned above, this functor
agrees with the profinite completion functor.

We would like to point out that the above formulation is slightly incomplete since there
are multiple ways of choosing sets of generating (trivial) fibrations, which theoretically
could lead to different model structures on Pro.C/, though always with the weak
equivalences as described above. A noteworthy fact is that the above theorem also
holds for model categories enriched over the Joyal model structure on simplicial
sets, so in particular it applies to the Joyal model structure itself. In this case, the
model structure obtained on Pro.C/ is enriched over the Joyal model structure, but
not necessarily over the classical Kan–Quillen model structure on sSet. Another fact
worth mentioning is that there exist many simplicial model categories satisfying the
hypotheses of the above theorem, that is, all objects being cofibrant. Indeed, by a result
of Dugger [11, Corollary 1.2], any combinatorial model category is Quillen equivalent
to such a simplicial model category.

Even though we are mostly interested in model structures on pro-categories, we will first
describe our construction in the context of ind-categories, and then dualize those results.
We have chosen this approach since in the case of ind-categories our construction
produces cofibrantly generated model categories, which to most readers will be more
familiar territory than that of fibrantly generated model categories. In addition, this
will make it clear that the core of our argument, which is contained in Section 3, only
takes a few pages. Another reason for describing our construction in the context of
ind-categories is that an interesting example occurs there: if we apply our construction
to a well-chosen full subcategory of the category of topological spaces, then we obtain
a model category that is Quillen equivalent to the usual Quillen model structure on Top,
but that has many favorable properties, such as being combinatorial.

Our original motivation partly came from the desire to have a full-fledged Quillen-style
homotopy theory of profinite1–operads, by using the category of dendroidal Stone
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spaces (ie dendroidal profinite sets). However, not every object is cofibrant in the
operadic model structure for dendroidal sets, so the methods from the current paper
do not apply directly to this case. The extra work needed to deal with objects that are
not cofibrant is of a technical nature, and very specific to the example of dendroidal
sets. For this reason, we have decided to present this case separately; see Blom and
Moerdijk [9].

Relation to the construction by Barnea and Schlank There are several results in the
literature that describe general methods for constructing model structures on ind- or pro-
categories. The construction in the current paper is quite close in spirit to that by Barnea
and Schlank in [7]. They show that if C is a category endowed with the structure of a
“weak fibration category”, then there exists an “induced” model structure on Pro.C/
provided some additional technical requirements are satisfied. However, there are
important examples of model structures on pro-categories that are not of this form. For
example, Quick’s model structure is not of this kind, as explained just above Proposition
7.4.2 in [4]. In the present paper, we prove the existence of a certain model structure on
the pro-category of a simplicial category endowed with the extra structure of a so-called
“fibration test category” (defined in Definition 5.1). While the definition of a fibration
test category given here seems less general than that of a weak fibration category, there
are many interesting examples where it is easy to prove that a category is a fibration
test category while it is not clear whether this category is a weak fibration category in
the sense of [7]. In particular, Quick’s model structure can be obtained through our
construction; see Example 5.5 and Corollary 6.6. Another advantage is that we do not
have to check the technical requirement of “pro-admissibility” (see [7, Definition 4.4])
to obtain a model structure on Pro.C/, which is generally not an easy task. We also
believe that our description of the weak equivalences in Pro.C/, namely as the T–local
equivalences for some collection of objects T, is often more natural and flexible than
the one given in [7]. It is worth pointing out that if both our model structure and that
of [7] on Pro.C/ exist, then they agree by Remark 5.12 below.

Overview of the paper In Section 2, we will establish some terminology and mention
a few facts on simplicial model categories and ind- and pro-categories. We will then
describe our general construction of the model structure for ind-categories in Section 3.
We illustrate our construction with an example in Section 4, where we construct a
convenient model category of spaces. In Section 5, we dualize our results to the context
of pro-categories, and illustrate this dual construction with many examples. We show
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that some of these examples coincide with model structures that are already known to
exist in Section 6, such as Quick’s and Morel’s model structures. We then continue the
study of our construction in Section 7, where we discuss its functorial behavior, and in
Section 8, where we prove results about the existence of certain Bousfield localizations.
The latter section also contains the proof of Theorem 1.1, except for item (iv). We then
give a detailed discussion of two examples in Section 9; namely the model structure for
complete Segal profinite spaces and the model structure for profinite quasicategories.
In the appendix, we compare our construction to the1–categorical approach to ind-
and pro-categories.

Acknowledgements We would like to thank the referees for numerous comments that
helped improve the exposition.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we will briefly review some basic definitions concerning simplicial
objects, and then discuss ind- and pro-categories.

2.1 Simplicial conventions

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic theory of simplicial sets, as in
[28; 23; 13; 14]. We will say that a simplicial set X is skeletal if it is n–skeletal for
some natural number n, ie if the map skn X ! X is an isomorphism. Dually, X is
coskeletal if X ! coskn X is an isomorphism for some n. Recall that a simplicial
set X is degreewise finite if each Xn is a finite set, and finite if it has finitely many
nondegenerate simplices. Note that the latter is equivalent to X being degreewise finite
and skeletal. We will say that a simplicial set is lean if it is degreewise finite and
coskeletal, and write L for the full subcategory of sSet on the lean simplicial sets. One
can show that if X is a lean simplicial set and if Y is a degreewise finite simplicial set,
then the cotensor X Y DMap.Y;X / is again a lean simplicial set.

Most categories we deal with are simplicial categories, ie categories enriched over
simplicial sets. Moreover, they will generally be required to have tensors or cotensors
by finite simplicial sets. For objects c and d in a simplicial category C, we will write
Map.c; d/ for the simplicial hom set. Recall that for a morphism c! d in C and a
morphism U ! V of simplicial sets, the pushout-product map is the map

d ˝U [c˝U c˝V ! d ˝V;
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which makes sense in C if the necessary pushouts and tensors exist. Dually, we refer to

cV
! cU

�dU dV

as the pullback-power map (if it exists). If given another morphism a! b in C, we
refer to

Map.b; c/!Map.a; c/�Map.a;d/ Map.b; d/

as a pullback-power map as well. Note that this map always exists.

We assume the reader to be familiar with the basic theory of Quillen model categories,
as in [19; 17]. Basic examples include the classical Kan–Quillen model structure
on simplicial sets, which we denote by sSetKQ, and the Joyal model structure sSetJ

modeling the homotopy theory of1–categories [24]. A simplicial model category is a
model category E that is enriched, tensored and cotensored over simplicial sets, and that
satisfies the additional axiom SM7 phrased in terms of pullback-power maps, or dually
in terms of pushout-product maps; see eg [17, Definition 9.1.6 and Proposition 9.3.7]
or [33, Definition II.2.2]. We emphasize that we will use this terminology in a somewhat
nonstandard way. Namely, by a simplicial model category, we will either mean that
the axiom SM7 holds with respect to the Kan–Quillen model structure or the Joyal
model structure. Whenever it is necessary to emphasize the distinction, we will call
a simplicial model category of the former kind a sSetKQ–enriched model category
and the latter a sSetJ–enriched model category. Note that any sSetKQ–enriched model
category is sSetJ–enriched, since sSetKQ is a left Bousfield localization of sSetJ.

We will make use of the following fact about the (categorical) fibrations in sSetJ.

Lemma 2.1 There exists a set M of maps between finite simplicial sets such that a
map between quasicategories X ! Y is a fibration in sSetJ if and only if it has the right
lifting property with respect to all maps in M .

Proof Let H denote the simplicial set obtained by gluing two 2–simplices to each
other along the edges opposite to the 0th and 2nd vertex, respectively, and then collapsing
the edges opposite to the 1st vertex to a point in both of these 2–simplices. This means
that H looks as follows, where the dashed lines represent the collapsed edges:

H D

�

� �

�
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A map from H into a quasicategory X consists of an arrow f 2X1, a left and right
homotopy inverse g; h2X1 and homotopies gf � id and f h� id. Let f0g ,!H denote
the inclusion of the leftmost vertex into H . It follows from [24, Corollary 2.4.6.5]
that if X ! Y is an inner fibration between quasicategories that has the right lifting
property with respect to f0g ,!H , then it is a categorical fibration. The converse is also
true. To see this, note that for any quasicategory Z, a map H !Z lands in the largest
Kan complex k.Z/ contained in Z. Since f0g ,!H is a weak homotopy equivalence,
we see that Map.H;Z/DMap.H; k.Z//'Map.f0g; k.Z//DMap.f0g;Z/, so the
inclusion f0g ,!H is a categorical equivalence. In particular, any categorical fibration
has the right lifting property with respect to f0g ! H . We conclude that the set
M D fƒn

k
,!�n j 0< k < ng[ ff0g ,!H g has the desired properties.

2.2 Ind- and pro-categories

In this section we recall some basic definitions concerning ind- and pro-categories.
Most of these will be familiar to the reader, with the possible exception of Theorem 2.3
below. For details, we refer the reader to [15; 12, Section 2.1; 2, Appendix; 20]. In the
discussion below, all (co)limits are assumed to be small.

For a category C, its ind-completion Ind.C/ is obtained by freely adjoining filtered (or
directed) colimits to C. Dually, the free completion under cofiltered limits is denoted
by Pro.C/. This in particular means that Pro.C/op D Ind.Cop/, so any statement about
ind-categories dualizes to a statement about pro-categories and vice versa. We will
therefore mainly discuss ind-categories here and leave it to the reader to dualize the
discussion.

One way to make the above precise is to define the objects in Ind.C/ to be all diagrams
I ! C for all filtered categories I . Such objects are called ind-objects and denoted by
C Dfcigi2I . The morphisms between two such objects C Dfcigi2I and DDfdj gj2J

are defined by

(1) HomInd.C/.C;D/D lim
i

colim
j

HomC.ci ; dj /:

If C is a simplicial category, then Ind.C/ can be seen as a simplicial category as well.
The enrichment is expressed by a formula similar to (1), namely

Map.fcig; fdj g/D lim
i

colim
j

Map.ci ; dj /:

One can define the pro-category Pro.C/ of a (simplicial) category C as the category
of all diagrams I ! C for all cofiltered I , and with (simplicial) hom sets dual to the
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ones above. An object in Pro.C/ is called a pro-object. One could also simply define
Pro.C/ as Ind.Cop/op.

It can be shown that any object in Ind.C/ is isomorphic to one where the indexing
category I is a directed poset, and dually that any object in Pro.C/ is isomorphic to one
that is indexed by a codirected poset; see [15, Proposition 8.1.6], or [12, Theorem 2.1.6]
with a correction just after Corollary 3.11 of [5].

There is a fully faithful embedding C ,! Ind.C/ sending an object c to the constant
diagram with value c, again denoted by c. We will generally identify C with its image
in Ind.C/ under this embedding. This embedding preserves all limits and all finite
colimits that exist in C. The universal property of Ind.C/ states that Ind.C/ has all
filtered colimits and that any functor F WC!E , where E is a category that has all filtered
colimits, has an essentially unique extension to a functor zF W Ind.C/! E that preserves
filtered colimits. This extension can be defined explicitly by zF .fcig/D colimi F.ci/.

Recall that if E is a category that has all filtered colimits, then an object c in E is called
compact if HomE.c;�/ commutes with filtered colimits. The dual notion is called
cocompact. One can deduce from the definition of the morphisms in Ind.C/ that any
object in the image of C ,! Ind.C/ is compact. Dually, the objects of C are cocompact
in Pro.C/.

There is the following recognition principle for ind-completions, whose proof we leave
to the reader.

Lemma 2.2 (recognition principle) Let E be a category closed under filtered colimits
and let C ,! E be a full subcategory. If

(i) any object in C is compact in E , and

(ii) any object in E is a filtered colimit of objects in C,

then the canonical extension Ind.C/!E , coming from the universal property of Ind.C/,
is an equivalence of categories.

To avoid size issues, we assume from now on that C is an (essentially) small category.
The fact that the presheaf category SetCop

is the free cocompletion of C leads to an
alternative description of Ind.C/ that is sometimes easier to work with. Namely, we
can think of Ind.C/ as the full subcategory of SetCop

consisting of those presheaves
which are filtered colimits of representables. If C is small and has finite colimits, as
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will be the case in all of our examples, then these are exactly the functors Cop! Set
that send the finite colimits of C to limits in Set (see [15, Théorème 8.3.3(v)]), that is,

Ind.C/' lex.Cop;Set/;

where the right-hand side stands for the category of left exact functors. From this
description, one sees immediately that Ind.C/ has all small limits and that the inclusion
Ind.C/! SetCop

preserves these. The category Ind.C/ also has all colimits in this
case. Namely, finite coproducts and pushouts can be computed “levelwise” in C as
described in [2, Appendix 4], while filtered colimits exist as mentioned above. Note,
however, that the inclusion Ind.C/! SetCop

does not preserve all colimits, but only
filtered ones.

One sees dually that if C is small and has all finite limits, then

Pro.C/' lex.C;Set/op:

As above, it follows that Pro.C/ is complete and cocomplete in this case.

Another consequence of the fact that finite coproducts and pushouts in Ind.C/ are
computed “levelwise” is the following: if F W C! E , with E cocomplete, preserves
finite colimits, then its extension zF W Ind.C/! E given by the universal property also
preserves finite colimits. Since it also preserves filtered colimits, we conclude that
it preserves all colimits. In fact, more is true. The above description of Ind.C/ as
lex.Cop;Set/ allows us to construct a right adjoint R of zF . Namely, if we define
R.E/.c/ WD Hom.Fc;E/, then R.E/ W Cop ! Set is left exact, hence R defines a
functor E! Ind.C/. Adjointness follows from the Yoneda lemma. We therefore see
that, up to unique natural isomorphism, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
finite colimit-preserving functors C! E and functors Ind.C/! E that have a right
adjoint.

There are two important examples of adjunctions obtained in this way that we would
like to mention here. The first one is the ind-completion functor. If E is a cocomplete
category and C a full subcategory closed under finite colimits, then the inclusion C� E
induces an adjunction

U W Ind.C/� E W y. � /Ind;

whose right adjoint we call ind-completion (relative to C) or ind-C completion. Dually,
if E is complete and C is a full subcategory closed under finite limits, then we obtain
an adjunction

y. � /Pro W E� Pro.C/ WU;
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whose left adjoint we call pro-completion (relative to C) or pro-C completion. In
many examples, C is the full subcategory of E consisting of objects that are “finite” in
some sense, and this left adjoint is better known as the profinite completion functor.
For instance, in the case of groups, this functor y. � /Pro W Grp! Pro.FinGrp/ is the
well-known profinite completion functor for groups.

The other important example is about cotensors in ind-categories. Suppose C is a small
simplicial category that has all finite colimits and tensors with finite simplicial sets,
and that furthermore these tensors commute with these finite colimits. We will call
C finitely tensored if this is the case; see Definition 3.1 for a precise definition. If X

is a simplicial set, then we can write it as colimi Xi , where i ranges over all finite
simplicial subsets Xi �X . Define

�˝X W C! Ind.C/ by c˝X D fc˝Xigi :

This functor preserves finite colimits since these are computed “levelwise” in Ind.C/,
hence it extends to a functor �˝X W Ind.C/! Ind.C/ that has a right adjoint .�/X .
These define tensors and cotensors by arbitrary simplicial sets on Ind.C/. In particular,
Ind.C/ is a simplicial category that is complete, cocomplete, tensored and cotensored;
note the similarity with [6, Proposition 4.10]. The dual of this statement says that
for any small simplicial category C that has finite limits and cotensors with finite
simplicial sets, and in which these finite cotensors commute with finite limits in C, the
pro-category Pro.C/ is a simplicial category that is complete, cocomplete, tensored
and cotensored. We call C finitely cotensored in this case.

Let us return to the basic definition (1) of morphisms in Ind.C/. If C D fcig and
D D fdig are objects indexed by the same filtered category I , then any natural trans-
formation with components fi W ci ! di represents a morphism in Ind.C/. Morphisms
of this type (or more precisely, morphisms represented in this way) will be called level
maps or strict maps. Up to isomorphism, any morphism in Ind.C/ has such a strict
representation; see Corollary 3.2 of [2, Appendix]. One can define the notion of a
“level” diagram or “strict” diagram in a similar way. Given an indexing category K, a
conceptual way of thinking about these is through the canonical functor

Ind.CK /! Ind.C/K :

A strict diagram can be thought of as an object in the image of this functor. If K is a
finite category and C has all finite colimits, then the above functor is an equivalence of
categories [29, Section 4]. This shows in particular that, up to isomorphism, any finite
diagram in Ind.C/ is a strict diagram if C is small and has finite colimits.
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In our context, the following extension of Meyer’s result is important. Suppose that K

is a category which can be written as a union of a sequence of finite full subcategories

K0 �K1 �K2 � � � � �K D
[

n2N

Kn:

Let C be a small category that has finite colimits. Then any functor f WKn! C has
a left Kan extension g WK! C defined in terms of finite colimits as in (the dual to)
Theorem X.3.1 of [26]. For X W K ! C, write skn X for the left Kan extension of
the restriction of X to Kn. We call X n–skeletal if the canonical map skn X ! X

is an isomorphism, and skeletal if this is the case for some n. The full subcategory
sk.CK /� CK spanned by the skeletal functors K! C can be viewed as a full sub-
category of Ind.C/K via the inclusion C ,! Ind.C/. Note that for any X in Ind.C/K , we
have X D colimn skn X . Exactly as in (the dual of) the proof of [4, Proposition 7.4.1],
the result of [29, Section 4] mentioned above can be used to show that the hypotheses of
the recognition principle for ind-categories are satisfied, hence that the induced functor
Ind.sk.CK //! Ind.C/K is an equivalence of categories. In fact, the assumption that
K is a union of a sequence of finite full subcategories is irrelevant, and the following
more general result, which we write down for future reference, can be proved by
the same argument. Note that a category K can be written as a union of finite full
subcategories if and only if for any k; k 0 2K, the set HomK .k; k

0/ is finite.

Theorem 2.3 Let C be a small category that has finite colimits , and let K be a small
category that can be written as a union of finite full subcategories. Write sk.CK / for
the full subcategory of CK of those functors K! C that are isomorphic to the left
Kan extension of a functor K0! C for some finite full subcategory K0 � K. Then
Ind.sk.CK //' Ind.C/K .

This theorem recovers the well-known equivalence Ind.sSetfin/' sSet when applied to
�opD

S
n�

op
�n and CDFinSet. Note that we already (implicitly) used this equivalence

when we defined tensors by simplicial sets for ind-categories above.

We can also apply the dual of this theorem to the same categories K D �op and
CD FinSet. Write cSetD Pro.FinSet/ for the category of profinite sets, which is well
known to be equivalent to the category of Stone spaces Stone. Since we want to apply
the dual of Theorem 2.3, we need to work with right Kan extensions instead of left
Kan extensions. In particular, we obtain the full subcategory of FinSet�

op
on those

simplicial sets that are the right Kan extension of some functor �op
�n! FinSet. These
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are exactly the coskeletal degreewise finite simplicial sets, ie the lean simplicial sets.
In particular, the theorem above recovers the equivalence Pro.L/ ' scSet proved in
Proposition 7.4.1 of [4].

An example that plays an important role in Section 9 is that of bisimplicial (profinite)
sets. The dual of the above theorem shows that the category of bisimplicial profinite sets
biscSetD scSet�op

ŠcSet�op��op
is canonically equivalent to the category Pro.L.2// for a

certain full subcategory L.2/ of the category of bisimplicial sets bisSetD sSet�
op

. This
category L.2/ consists of those bisimplicial sets that are isomorphic to the right Kan
extension of a functor�op

�t��
op
�n!FinSet along the inclusion�op

�t��
op
�n ,!�op��op

for some t; n 2N. We will refer to such bisimplicial sets as doubly lean.

3 The completed model structure on Ind.C/

In this section, we will describe our construction of the model structure on Ind.C/,
where C is what we call a “cofibration test category”. In Section 5, we will dualize this
construction to the context of pro-categories. After that, we will study the functorial
behavior of the construction in Section 7 and discuss Bousfield localizations in Section 8.

Throughout these sections, the terms “weak equivalence” and “fibration” of simplicial
sets refer to either the classical Kan–Quillen model structure or to the Joyal model
structure. When we say that a model category is simplicial, this can mean either that it
is enriched over the Kan–Quillen model structure or over the Joyal model structure.

We wish to single out the definition of being finitely tensored, since it occurs many
times throughout this paper.

Definition 3.1 Let C be a simplicial category. Then C is called finitely tensored if

(i) it admits finite colimits,

(ii) it admits tensors by finite simplicial sets, and

(iii) these commute with each other, meaning that the canonical map

colim
i
.ci ˝X /!

�
colim

i
ci

�
˝X

is an isomorphism for any finite diagram fcig in C and any finite simplicial
set X .
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Remark 3.2 Condition (iii) is equivalent to asking that the finite colimits of (i) are
enriched colimits; that is, for any finite diagram fcig in C and any object d in C, the
canonical map colimi Map.ci ; d/!Map.colimi ci ; d/ is an isomorphism of simplicial
sets.

As explained in Section 2.2, if C is finitely tensored, then the category Ind.C/ is a
tensored and cotensored simplicial category that is both complete and cocomplete. We
will endow C with some additional structure, that of a “cofibration test category”, and
show that it induces a simplicial model structure on Ind.C/ in Theorem 3.9 below.

Definition 3.3 A cofibration test category .C;T/ consists of a small finitely tensored
simplicial category C, a full subcategory T of test objects and two classes of maps
in T called cofibrations, denoted by�, and trivial cofibrations, denoted by ���!, both
containing all isomorphisms, that satisfy the following properties:

(i) The initial object ¿ is a test object, and for every test object t 2 T, the map
¿! t is a cofibration.

(ii) For every cofibration between test objects s� t and cofibration between finite
simplicial set U � V , the pushout-product map t˝U [s˝U s˝V ! t˝V is
a cofibration between test objects which is trivial if either s� t or U � V is.

(iii) A morphism r ! s in T is a trivial cofibration if and only if it is a cofibration
and Map.t; r/!Map.t; s/ is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every
t 2 T.

(iv) Any object c 2C has the right lifting property with respect to trivial cofibrations.

Remark 3.4 Property (iv) implies that Map.t;C / is fibrant for every t 2 T and
C 2 Ind.C/. Namely, writing C as a filtered colimit colimi ci with ci 2 C for every i ,
we see that Map.t;C /D colimi Map.t; ci/. Hence it suffices to show that Map.t; c/ is
fibrant for every object c in C. This is equivalent to c having the right lifting property
with respect to certain maps of the form t˝ƒn

k
! t˝�n, which is indeed the case by

items (i), (ii) and (iv).

Remark 3.5 The definition of a cofibration test category depends on whether we
work with the Kan–Quillen model structure sSetKQ or the Joyal model structure sSetJ.
However, since sSetKQ is a left Bousfield localization of sSetJ, any cofibration test
category with respect to sSetKQ is also a cofibration test category with respect to sSetJ.
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To see this, suppose that .C;T/ is a cofibration test category with respect to sSetKQ. It
is clear that items (i), (ii) and (iv) also hold with respect to sSetJ. For item (iii), note
that the map Map.t; r/!Map.t; s/ is a map between Kan complexes by Remark 3.4,
hence it is a weak equivalence in sSetJ if and only if it is in sSetKQ.

We will often write C for a cofibration test category .C;T/, omitting the full subcategory
of test objects T from the notation. We will write cof.C/ for the set of cofibrations.
Note that this is a subset of the morphisms of T.

The role of the test objects t 2T is to detect the weak equivalences in Ind.C/ “from the
left”. More precisely, the weak equivalences in Ind.C/ will be those arrows C !D for
which Map.t;C /!Map.t;D/ is a weak equivalence for every t 2T. For this reason, we
will call an arrow c!d in C for which Map.t; c/!Map.t; d/ is a weak equivalence for
every t 2T a weak equivalence, and denote such arrows by ��!. We write we.C/ for the
set of weak equivalences in C. Using this terminology, item (iii) of the above definition
can be rephrased as saying that the trivial cofibrations are precisely the cofibrations
that are weak equivalences. In particular, the set of trivial cofibrations in a cofibration
test category C is fully determined by the full subcategory T and the set cof.C/.

Let us look at a few examples. We will discuss more interesting examples in Section 5,
where we consider fibration test categories, the dual of cofibration test categories.

Example 3.6 Suppose E is a simplicial model category in which every object is
fibrant, and let C � E be a (small) full subcategory closed under finite colimits and
finite tensors. If we define T to be the full subcategory on the cofibrant objects, then
.C;T/ forms a cofibration test category where the (trivial) cofibrations are the (trivial)
cofibrations of E between objects of T. We say that C inherits this structure of a
cofibration test category from E . Properties (i), (ii) and (iv) of Definition 3.3 follow
directly from the fact that E is a (simplicial) model category and the fact that any object
in E is fibrant. For one direction of property (iii), note that since all objects in E are
fibrant, the functor Map.t;�/ preserves weak equivalences for any cofibrant object t .
For the converse direction, note that a cofibration r� s is trivial if and only if it is
mapped to an isomorphism in the homotopy category Ho.E/. By the Yoneda lemma
applied to the full subcategory Ho.T/ � Ho.E/ spanned by the objects of T, this is
equivalent to HomHo.E/.t; r/!HomHo.E/.t; s/ being an isomorphism for every t . Since
Map.t; r/!Map.t; s/ is a weak equivalence by assumption and HomHo.E/.t;�/ equals
the set of path components of (the maximal Kan complex contained in) Map.t;�/, this
is indeed the case.
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Example 3.7 Suppose that a cofibration test category .C;T/ is given, and let T0 � T
be a full subcategory such that ¿ 2 T0 and such that for any cofibration s� t between
objects of T0 and any cofibration U�V in sSetfin, the object t˝U[s˝U s˝V is again
in T0. We will call such a full subcategory T0 � T closed under finite pushout-products.
Then .C;T0/ is again a cofibration test category if we define the (trivial) cofibrations to
be those of .C;T/ between objects of T0. All items of Definition 3.3 are straightforward
to show except possibly property (iii). The “only if” direction follows immediately. For
the “if” direction of (iii), suppose r� s is a map in T0 that is a cofibration with the
property that Map.t; r/!Map.t; s/ is a weak equivalence for any t 2 T0. Applying
this to t D r and t D s and using that these mapping spaces are fibrant, we obtain
left and right homotopy inverses of r� s, where homotopies in T0 are defined using
the tensor �˝�1 (in the case of sSetKQ) or �˝H (in the case sSetJ, where H is
as in the proof of Lemma 2.1). Since Map.t;�/ is a simplicial functor it preserves
these homotopies, showing that Map.t; r/!Map.t; s/ is a homotopy equivalence for
every t 2 T. We conclude that r� s is a trivial cofibration in T and hence a trivial
cofibration in T0 by definition.

Example 3.8 Let Top be a convenient category of topological spaces, such as k–
spaces or compactly generated (weak) Hausdorff spaces. The Quillen model structure
on Top is a simplicial model structure, in which tensors are given by C ˝X DC �jX j

for any C 2 Top and X 2 sSet. Let C� Top be any small full subcategory of Top that
is closed under finite colimits and finite tensors, and moreover contains the space jX j
for any finite simplicial set X . Define T� C to be the full subcategory consisting of
the objects jX j for any finite simplicial set X , and define a map jX j ! jY j in T to be
a (trivial) cofibration if it is the geometric realization of a (trivial) cofibration X � Y

in the Kan–Quillen model structure on sSet. Using that there are natural isomorphisms
jY j ˝ V Š jY � V j and jX j ˝ V [jX j˝U jY j ˝U Š jX � V [X�U Y � V j for any
pair of maps X ! Y and U ! V in sSet, it is straightforward to verify that .C;T/ is
a cofibration test category in the sense of Definition 3.3 (with respect to sSetKQ). This
example will be studied further in Section 4.

For a cofibration test category C, we will write I for the image of the set of cofibrations
of C in Ind.C/, and J for the image of the set of trivial cofibrations of C in Ind.C/.
Identifying C with its image in Ind.C/, we can write

I D ff W s! t j f is a cofibration in Cg D cof.C/;

J D ff W s! t j f is a trivial cofibration in Cg D cof.C/\we.C/:
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Recall that the sets of (trivial) cofibrations cof.C/ and cof.C/\we.C/ in .C;T/ are
both contained in T; that is, any (trivial) cofibration is a map between test objects.

The sets I and J are generating (trivial) cofibrations for a model structure on Ind.C/
in which the weak equivalences are as above.

Theorem 3.9 Let C be a cofibration test category. Then Ind.C/ carries a cofibrantly
generated (hence combinatorial ) simplicial model structure , the completed model
structure , where a map C !D is a weak equivalence if and only if for every t 2 T,
Map.t;C / ! Map.t;D/ is a weak equivalence. A set of generating cofibrations
(resp. generating trivial cofibrations) is given by I (resp. J ). Every object is fibrant in
this model structure.

Remark 3.10 As mentioned in Remark 3.5, the definition of a cofibration test category
depends on whether we work with the Joyal model structure or the Kan–Quillen model
structure on sSet. In the first case, the model structure on Ind.C/ will be sSetJ–enriched,
while in the latter case, it will be sSetKQ–enriched.

The proof uses the following lemmas.

Lemma 3.11 Let C be a cofibration test category. The weak equivalences of Ind.C/
as defined in Theorem 3.9 are stable under filtered colimits.

Proof Let fCi
�
�!Dig be a levelwise weak equivalence between filtered diagrams

in Ind.C/ and let t 2 T. Then Map.t; colimi Ci/!Map.t; colimi Di/ is the filtered
colimit of the maps Map.t;Ci/!Map.t;Di/ since t is compact in Ind.C/, which are
weak equivalences by assumption. The proof therefore reduces to the statement in sSet
that a filtered colimit of weak equivalences, indexed by some filtered category I , is
again a weak equivalence. This can be proved for the Kan–Quillen and Joyal model
structure in exactly the same way. Namely, this is equivalent to the statement that
the functor colim W sSetI

! sSet, where sSetI is endowed with the projective model
structure, preserves weak equivalences. To see that this is the case, factor fXig

�
�!fYig

in sSetI as a projective trivial cofibration fXig
���! fZig followed by a pointwise

trivial fibration fZig
�
�� fYig. Then colim Xi! colim Zi is again a trivial cofibration,

so in particular a weak equivalence. Furthermore, since the generating cofibrations
@�n!�n in sSet are maps between compact objects, we see that colim Zi! colim Yi

must have the right lifting property with respect to these maps, ie it is a trivial fibration.
We conclude that colim W sSetI

! sSet preserves weak equivalences.
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Lemma 3.12 Let C be a cofibration test category , let s� t be a cofibration in C, ie a
map in I , and let C !D be an arrow in Ind.C/ which has the right lifting property
with respect to all maps in J. Then Map.t;C /!Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/ Map.t;D/ is a
fibration , which is trivial if either s� t is trivial or if C !D is a weak equivalence in
the sense of Theorem 3.9.

Proof Let M be a set of trivial cofibrations in sSetfin such that a map between fibrant
objects in sSet is a fibration if and only if it has the right lifting property with respect
to the maps in M . For the Kan–Quillen model structure, one can take the set of horn
inclusions, while for sSetJ, the set M from Lemma 2.1 works. By Remark 3.4, for any
test object t 2 T and any C 2 Ind.C/, the simplicial set Map.t;C / is fibrant. For any
t 2T and any map U ���!V in M , the map t˝U! t˝V is in J by items (i) and (ii) of
Definition 3.3. By adjunction, we conclude that for any C !D that has the right lifting
property with respect to maps in J, the map Map.t;C /!Map.t;D/ is a fibration. If
we are given a map s� t in I , then Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/Map.t;D/ is fibrant because
the map to Map.t;D/ is the pullback of the fibration Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/. By a
similar argument as above, Map.t;C /!Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/Map.t;D/ is a fibration.
The same argument with the set of boundary inclusions f@�n! �ng instead of M

shows that Map.t;C /!Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/Map.t;D/ is a trivial fibration if s� t

is in J. If C !D is a weak equivalence, then the maps Map.s;C /!Map.s;D/ and
Map.t;C /!Map.t;D/ are weak equivalences by definition, hence trivial fibrations
by the above. As indicated in the diagram

Map.t;C /

Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/ Map.t;D/ Map.s;C /

Map.t;D/ Map.s;D/

� y

�

the map Map.t;C /!Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/Map.t;D/ is a trivial fibration by the two-
out-of-three property.

Lemma 3.13 Let C be a cofibration test category and let s ���! t be a trivial cofibration
in C. Then any pushout of s ���! t in Ind.C/ is a weak equivalence in the sense of
Theorem 3.9.
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Proof The following proof works if C is a cofibration test category with respect to
the Kan–Quillen model structure on sSet. The same proof works in the case that C is
a cofibration test category with respect to sSetJ if one replaces every instance of �1

by H , where H is as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.

We will first show that i W s ���! t is a deformation retract. By item (iv) of Definition 3.3,
there exists a lift in

s s

t
� i r

ie a retract r of i . By (ii) and (iv) of Definition 3.3, there exists a lift F in

s˝�1[s˝@�1 t ˝ @�1 t

t ˝�1

i [ .idt ; i r/

� F

This lift F W t ˝�1! t is a deformation retract.

Now let a pushout square

(2)
s C

t D

� i

f

j

g p

be given, where s! C is any map in Ind.C/. The maps f r W t ! C and idC W C ! C

give, by the universal property of the pushout, a retract r 0 of j W C !D. Since tensors
preserve colimits, we see that D˝�1 is the pushout of t ˝�1 and C ˝�1 along
s˝�1. Then g ıF W t ˝�1 ! D and C ˝�1 ! C ˝� Š C

j
�! D give, by the

universal property of the pushout, a map G WD˝�1!D. Write �0; �1 WD!D˝�1

for the endpoint inclusions. It follows from the universal property of the pushout (2)
that �0G D idD while �1G D j r 0, ie G is a deformation retract.

Now let u 2 T be any test object. We deduce from the existence of the deformation
retract G that Map.u;C /!Map.u;D/ is the inclusion of a deformation retract, hence
a weak equivalence.

Proof of Theorem 3.9 We check all four assumptions of Kan’s recognition theorem as
spelled out in [17, Theorem 11.3.1]. The weak equivalences satisfy the two-out-of-three
property and are closed under retracts since this holds for the weak equivalences in sSet.
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(1) Since all objects of C are compact in Ind.C/, the sets I and J permit the small
object argument.

(2) It suffices to prove that any transfinite composition of pushouts of maps in J is a
weak equivalence. This follows immediately from Lemmas 3.11 and 3.13.

(3) We need to show that any map having the right lifting property with respect to maps
in I has the right lifting property with respect to maps in J and is a weak equivalence.
The first of these follows since J � I . To see that any map that has the right lifting
property with respect to maps in I is a weak equivalence, let such a map C !D be
given. Note that t ˝ @�Œn�! t ˝�Œn� is in I for any t 2 T and n � 0, by items (i)
and (ii) of Definition 3.3. This implies that Map.t;C /!Map.t;D/ is a trivial fibration
for any t 2 T and in particular that C !D is a weak equivalence.

(4) We need to show that if C !D has the right lifting property with respect to maps
in J and is a weak equivalence, then it has the right lifting property with respect to maps
in I . Let s� t in I be given. Then Map.t;C / ���Map.s;C /�Map.s;D/ Map.t;D/
is a trivial fibration by Lemma 3.12, and in particular surjective on 0–simplices. In
particular, C !D has the right lifting property with respect to s� t .

The fact that this model structure is simplicial follows from Lemma 3.12. By (iv), all
objects in C � Ind.C/ are fibrant. Since the generating trivial cofibrations are maps
between compact objects and any C 2 Ind.C/ is a filtered colimit of objects in C, it
follows that all objects in Ind.C/ are fibrant.

Example 3.14 Let .C;T/ be the cofibration test category from Example 3.8. The
model structure on Ind.C/ obtained by applying Theorem 3.9 turns out to be Quillen
equivalent to the Kan–Quillen model structure on sSet and the Quillen model structure
on Top. More precisely, there is a canonical way to factor the geometric realization
functor for simplicial sets j � j W sSet! Top as a composite sSet! Ind.C/! Top,
where both of these functors are left Quillen equivalences. This will be proved in
Proposition 4.2.

Example 3.15 For this example, Top is again a convenient category of spaces as in
Example 3.8. If P is a topological operad, then the category P–Alg of P–algebras
admits a model structure, obtained through transfer along the free-forgetful adjunction
F W Top � P–Alg WU . In particular, any object is fibrant in this model structure.
This category is Top–enriched, since one can view HomP–Alg.S;T / as a subspace
of HomTop.US;U T /. For any topological space X and any P–algebra S , one can
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endow the space SX with the “pointwise” structure of a P–algebra. By restricting the
usual homeomorphism coming from the cartesian closed structure on Top, we obtain
a natural homeomorphism HomP–Alg.S;T

X /Š HomTop.X;HomP–Alg.S;T //. One
can furthermore show that �X W P–Alg! P–Alg has a left adjoint that makes P–Alg
into a tensored and cotensored topological category. In particular, it can be viewed
as a tensored and cotensored simplicial category. Since the cotensors, fibrations and
weak equivalences are defined underlying in Top, we see that P–Alg is an sSetKQ–
enriched model category with respect to this enrichment. By Example 3.6, any small
full subcategory closed under finite colimits and tensors with finite simplicial sets
inherits the structure of a cofibration test category.

Example 3.16 One can modify the previous example in a way that is similar to
Example 3.8. Namely, suppose that C � P–Alg is a small full subcategory which
is closed under finite colimits and tensors by finite simplicial sets, and suppose that
F jX j is contained in C for any finite simplicial set X , where F W Top! P–Alg is the
left adjoint of the free-forgetful adjunction. Define the full subcategory of test objects
T� C to be the category of objects of the form F jX j for X a finite simplicial set, and
define the (trivial) cofibrations to be the maps of the form F ji jW F jX j ! F jY j, where
i is a (trivial) cofibration between finite simplicial sets in sSetKQ. Then .C;T/ is a
cofibration test category; hence we obtain a model structure on Ind.C/ by Theorem 3.9.
Since the inclusion C ,! P–Alg preserves finite colimits, it induces an adjunction
Ind.C/� P–Alg. One can show that this adjunction is a Quillen equivalence.

4 Example: a convenient model category of topological spaces

Throughout this section, let Top be a convenient category of spaces, such as k–spaces,
compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces or compactly generated Hausdorff spaces.
Suppose that a small full subcategory C � Top is given that is closed under finite
colimits and tensors with finite simplicial sets, and that contains the space jX j for any
finite simplicial set X . As explained in Example 3.8, if we define T to be the collection
of spaces of the form jX j, where X is any finite simplicial set, and if we define a map
to be a (trivial) cofibration if and only if it is the geometric realization of a (trivial)
cofibration in sSetKQ between finite simplicial sets, then .C;T/ is a cofibration test
category. In this section, we will study this example in more detail.

We begin by characterizing the weak equivalences of Ind.C/. Note that the geometric
realization functor j � j W sSetfin! C extends uniquely to a filtered colimit-preserving
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functor j � j W sSet ! Ind.C/ that has a right adjoint Sing defined by .Sing C /n D

Hom.j�nj;C / for any C 2 Ind.C/.

Lemma 4.1 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category as above. Then a map C !D

in Ind.C/ is a weak equivalence if and only if Map.�;C /! Map.�;D/ is a weak
equivalence , where � is the terminal object. In particular , C!D is a weak equivalence
if and only if Sing C ! Sing D is a weak equivalence in sSetKQ.

Proof If C !D is a weak equivalence in Ind.C/, then Map.�;C /!Map.�;D/ is
a weak equivalence by definition. Conversely, suppose that Map.�;C /!Map.�;D/
is a weak equivalence and let X be a finite simplicial set. It follows by adjunction that
Map.jX j;C /!Map.jX j;D/ agrees with Map.�;C /X !Map.�;D/X , hence this
map is a weak equivalence.

For the second statement, note that Map.�;E/Š Hom.�˝��;E/Š Sing E.

The inclusion C ,! Top induces an adjunction L W Ind.C/� Top W y. � /Ind as explained
in Section 2.2, where L is defined by L.fcig/D colimi ci for any fcig in Ind.C/. Since
geometric realization commutes with colimits, we see that the geometric realization
functor j � j W sSet! Top factors as sSet j � j�! Ind.C/ L

�! Top.

Proposition 4.2 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category as above. The adjunctions
j � j W sSetKQ� Ind.C/ WSing and L W Ind.C/� Top W y. � /Ind are Quillen equivalences.

Proof It is clear from the definition of the (trivial) cofibrations in .C;T/ that

j � j W sSetKQ! Ind.C/ and L W Ind.C/! Top

send generating (trivial) cofibrations to (trivial) cofibrations. In particular, they are
left Quillen functors. Since the composition of these adjunctions is the well-known
Quillen equivalence j � j W sSetKQ� Top WSing, it suffices to show by the two-out-of-
three property for Quillen equivalences that j � j W sSetKQ� Ind.C/ WSing is a Quillen
equivalence. By Lemma 4.1, a map C !D in Ind.C/ is a weak equivalence if and
only if Sing C ! Sing D is. In particular, this adjunction is a Quillen equivalence if
and only if the unit X ! Sing jX j is a weak equivalence for any simplicial set X . If
X is a finite simplicial set, then X ! Sing jX j agrees by definition with the unit of
the adjunction j � j W sSetKQ� Top WSing, which is always a weak equivalence. Since
weak equivalences are stable under filtered colimits in sSetKQ, it follows that the unit
X ! Sing jX j of j � j W sSetKQ� Ind.C/ WSing is a weak equivalence for any simplicial
set X .
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One can show that the model category Ind.C/, with .C;T/ a cofibration test category
of the type considered above, is very similar to Top. We mention a few similarities.
We first note that it is possible to define homotopy groups for objects of Ind.C/, and
that they detect weak equivalences. If C is an object in Ind.C/, then by a basepoint
of C we mean a map �! C .

Definition 4.3 The nth homotopy group �n.C; c0/ of an object C 2 Ind.C/ and a
basepoint c0 W � ! C is defined as the set of pointed maps j�n=@�nj ! C modulo
pointed homotopy.

It follows from this definition that �n.C; c0/D �n.Sing C; c0/ for any C 2 Ind.C/ and
c0 2 C . We conclude the following:

Proposition 4.4 A map f W C ! D in Ind.C/ is a weak equivalence if and only if
�n.C; c0/! �n.D; f .c0// is a bijection for any c0 2 C and n � 0. Moreover , the
homotopy groups for objects in Ind.C/ commute with filtered colimits.

Proof The first statement follows since f is a weak equivalence if and only if Singf is.
The second part follows since both the functor Sing and the homotopy groups of
simplicial sets commute with filtered colimits.

It can also be shown that one can take the same generating (trivial) cofibrations in
Ind.C/ as in the usual Quillen model structure on Top. Define

I D f@Dn ,!Dn
j n� 0g;

J D fDn
� f0g ,!Dn

� Œ0; 1� j n� 0g:

Proposition 4.5 The sets I and J are sets of generating cofibrations and generating
trivial cofibrations for Ind.C/, respectively.

Proof We need to show that the geometric realization of any cofibration (resp. trivial
cofibration) between finite simplicial sets lies in the saturation of I (resp. J ). This
follows from the fact that j � j W sSet! Ind.C/ preserves colimits and that each map of
the form j@�nj ! j�nj (resp. jƒn

k
j ! j�nj) is isomorphic to a map in I (resp. J ).

For any two objects C Dfcigi and DDfdj gj in Ind.C/, one can compute their product
levelwise by C �D D fci � dj g.i;j/2I�J . Since the finite colimits of C are computed
in Top, and finite colimits in Ind.C/ can be computed levelwise, we see that the functor
��D W C! Ind.C/ preserves finite colimits for any D in Ind.C/. As explained in
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Section 2.2, it follows from this that the product functor ��D W Ind.C/! Ind.C/ has
a right adjoint. In particular, Ind.C/ is cartesian closed. This cartesian closed structure
interacts well with the model structure defined above.

Proposition 4.6 Ind.C/ is a cartesian closed model category.

Proof It suffices to show that for any pair of generating cofibrations C � D and
C 0�D0, the pushout-product

C �D0[C�C 0 D �C 0!D �D0

is a cofibration that is trivial if either C �D or C 0�D0 is. This is clearly true.

One can furthermore show that the full subcategory of Top on the CW–complexes
embeds fully faithfully into Ind.C/, by using that any finite CW–complex X is (homeo-
morphic to) an object in C.

Proposition 4.7 There is a fully faithful functor from the category of CW–complexes
into Ind.C/ that preserves and detects weak equivalences.

Proof If X is a CW–complex, then one can always choose a CW–decomposition. The
finite CW–subcomplexes in this decomposition together with their inclusions form a
directed diagram fXig for which colimi Xi Š X . Suppose that we have chosen a CW–
decomposition for any CW–complex X , and denote the associated directed diagram
of finite CW–subcomplexes by fXiX g. Since a map from a compact space into a CW–
complex (with a given CW–decomposition) always lands in a finite CW–subcomplex,
we see that the canonical map

lim
iX

colim
iY

Hom.XiX ;YiY
/! Hom.X;Y /

is an isomorphism for any pair of CW–complexes. By definition of the morphisms
in Ind.C/, this implies that the functor that sends a CW–complex X to the ind-object
fXiX g in Ind.C/ is well-defined and fully faithful. Preservation and detection of weak
equivalences follows directly from the fact that Sing detects weak equivalences and
that colimiX Sing.XiX /Š Sing.X / for any CW–complex X .

We end this section by discussing a specific example of such a full subcategory C,
namely the category CM of compact metrizable spaces. Under Gelfand–Naimark
duality, this category corresponds to the category of separable commutative unital
C �–algebras. If we let Top be the category of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces,
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then CM as a full subcategory is closed under all finite colimits and tensors by finite
simplicial sets. In particular, by the above we obtain a model structure on Ind.CM/

that is equivalent to the Quillen model structure on Top. In [3], Barnea also proposes
a model structure on Ind.CM/. However, this model structure does not agree with
the one constructed above, so we will briefly describe his model structure and the
difference with ours. Let us denote our model structure by Ind.CM/Q.

Barnea shows in [3] that CM is a “special weak cofibration category”, and hence
that there exists an induced model structure on Ind.CM/, which we will denote by
Ind.CM/B . This model structure is cofibrantly generated and one can take the set of
Hurewicz cofibrations in CM as a set of generating cofibrations, while one can take the
Hurewicz cofibrations that are also homotopy equivalences as a set of generating trivial
cofibrations. If we define TDCM and if we define a map in T to be a (trivial) cofibration
if it is in the set of generating (trivial) cofibrations just mentioned, then .CM;T/ is
a cofibration test category and the completed model structure on Ind.CM/ coincides
with the one that Barnea constructed. Since Barnea’s model structure Ind.CM/B has
strictly more generating (trivial) cofibrations than our model structure Ind.CM/Q, we
see that the identity functor is a left Quillen functor Ind.CM/Q! Ind.CM/B. To see
that the model structures do not coincide, we will show that Ind.CM/Q has strictly
more weak equivalences than Ind.CM/B. Let C be any metrizable infinite Stone space,
such as a Cantor space. Then, for Sing and j � j as defined just above Lemma 4.1, the
counit jSing C j ! C is a weak equivalence in Ind.CM/Q. However, this map is not a
weak equivalence in Ind.CM/B, since Map.C; jSing C j/!Map.C;C / is not a weak
equivalence of simplicial sets: since these mapping spaces are discrete, this would
imply that the map is an isomorphism. However, it is not surjective since there is no
map C ! jSing C j that gets mapped to idC . The model structure Ind.CM/Q defined
here is similar to the Quillen model structure on Top, while Barnea’s model structure
Ind.CM/B bears some similarity to the Strøm model structure on Top.

5 The dual model structure on Pro.C/

A model structure on E also gives rise to a model structure on Eop, where the fibrations
(resp. cofibrations) of Eop are the cofibrations (resp. fibrations) of E . In particular,
E is cofibrantly generated if and only if Eop is fibrantly generated. Since Pro.C/ '
Ind.Cop/op, this implies that if C is the dual of a cofibration test category, then Pro.C/
admits a fibrantly generated simplicial model structure. We explicitly dualize the main
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definition and result of Section 3 in this section, and then discuss a few examples of
such fibrantly generated simplicial model structures on pro-categories. Again, we work
with sSet endowed with either the Joyal or the Kan–Quillen model structure.

We say that a simplicial category C is finitely cotensored if Cop is finitely tensored in the
sense of Definition 3.1. Explicitly, this means that C admits finite limits and cotensors
by finite simplicial sets, and that these commute with each other. As explained in
Section 2.2, if C is a small simplicial category that is finitely cotensored, then the
simplicial category Pro.C/ is tensored, cotensored, complete and cocomplete.

Definition 5.1 A fibration test category .C;T/ consists of a small finitely cotensored
simplicial category C, a full subcategory T�C of test objects and two classes of maps
in T called fibrations, denoted by�, and trivial fibrations, denoted by �

��, both
containing all isomorphisms, that satisfy the following properties:

(i) The terminal object � is a test object, and for every test object t 2 T, the map
t !� is a fibration.

(ii) For every fibration between test objects s� t and cofibration between finite
simplicial sets U � V , the pullback-power map sV ! sU �tU tV is a fibration
between test objects, which is trivial if either s� t or U � V is.

(iii) A morphism c! d in T is a trivial fibration if and only if it is a fibration and
Map.d; t/!Map.c; t/ is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets for every t 2 T.

(iv) Any object c 2 C has the left lifting property with respect to trivial fibrations.

For a fibration test category C, we write fib.C/ for the set of fibrations and we.C/
for the set of maps c! d that induce a weak equivalence Map.d; t/!Map.c; t/ for
every t 2 T. By property (iii), the set of trivial fibrations is fib.C/\we.C/. Note that
the definition of a fibration test category is formally dual to that of a cofibration test
category. More precisely, .C;T/ is a fibration test category if and only if .Cop;Top/ is
a cofibration test category in the sense of Definition 3.3, where the (trivial) cofibrations
of .Cop;Top/ are defined as the (trivial) fibrations of .C;T/.

Let P �Ar.Pro.C// denote the image of the set fib.C/ along the inclusion C ,!Pro.C/,
and Q� Ar.Pro.C// the image of the set of trivial fibrations. The sets P and Q are
the generating (trivial) fibrations of the completed model structure on Pro.C/. The
following theorem is formally dual to Theorem 3.9.
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Theorem 5.2 Let .C;T/ be a fibration test category. Then Pro.C/ carries a fibrantly
generated (hence cocombinatorial ) simplicial model structure , the completed model
structure , where a map C ! D is a weak equivalence if and only if Map.D; t/!
Map.C; t/ is a weak equivalence for every t 2 T. A set of generating fibrations
(resp. generating trivial fibrations) is given by P (resp. Q). Every object is cofibrant in
this model structure.

Example 5.3 Dualizing Example 3.6, we see that if E is a simplicial model category
in which every object is cofibrant, then any small full subcategory C � E which is
closed under finite limits and finite cotensors admits the structure of a fibration test
category. Namely, defining T to be the full subcategory of fibrant objects of C, and
defining the (trivial) fibrations to be those of E between objects in T, then .C;T/ is a
fibration test category. As in Example 3.6, will say that C inherits the structure of a
fibration test category from E .

Remark 5.4 For the fibration test category .C;T/ from the previous example, the
completed model structure on Pro.C/ is a special case of Theorem 1.1, namely the
case where T is the collection of all fibrant objects in C. By (the dual of) Example 3.7,
it follows that we can take T to be any collection of fibrant objects in C that is closed
under “finite pullback-powers”. The general case, where we let T be any collection of
fibrant objects in C, is discussed in Section 8.

Example 5.5 Recall that we call a simplicial set lean if it is degreewise finite and
coskeletal. The full subcategory of sSet spanned by all lean simplicial sets L is closed
under finite limits and finite cotensors. By Example 5.3, it inherits the structure of a
fibration test category from sSetKQ, which we will denote by LKQ. By Theorem 5.2 we
obtain a model structure on Pro.L/. Since this category is equivalent to the category of
simplicial profinite sets scSet by (the dual of) Theorem 2.3, we in particular obtain a
simplicial model structure on scSet. This model structure coincides with Quick’s model
structure for profinite spaces [31], as explained in Corollary 6.6 below. We denote it
by scSetQ.

Example 5.6 Consider the full simplicial subcategory Tp of sSet whose objects are
those lean Kan complexes that have finite p–groups as homotopy groups. One can
show that Tp is closed under “finite pullback-powers”, so by the previous example and
the dual of Example 3.7, we obtain a fibration test category Lp D .L;Tp/ in which the
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(trivial) fibrations are the (trivial) Kan fibrations between objects of Tp. It is proved
in Corollary 6.7 that the completed model structure on Pro.Lp/ agrees with Morel’s
model structure for pro-p spaces [30].

Example 5.7 The category of lean simplicial sets also inherits the structure of a
fibration test category from the Joyal model structure sSetJ, which we will denote
by LJ. The corresponding model structure on scSet obtained from Theorem 5.2 will be
called the profinite Joyal model structure, and its fibrant objects will be called profinite
quasicategories. We will come back to this model category in Section 9, and we will
describe its underlying1–category in Remark A.11.

Example 5.8 In [16], Haine defines the Joyal–Kan model structure on sSet=P , where
P is (the nerve of) a poset. This model category describes the homotopy theory of
P–stratified spaces. Since it is a left Bousfield localization of the Joyal model structure
on sSet=P , any object is cofibrant and it is an sSetJ–enriched model category. Actually,
this model structure can be shown to be sSetKQ–enriched [16, Sections 2.4–2.5]. In
particular, any small full subcategory C closed under finite limits and cotensors by
finite simplicial sets inherits the structure of a fibration test category. If P is a finite
poset and CD L=P is the full subcategory of lean simplicial sets over (the nerve of) P ,
then one can show that Pro.L=P /Š scSet=P . In particular, by Theorem 5.2, we obtain
a model structure on scSet=P that is sSetKQ–enriched. It is shown in Example A.8
that the underlying1–category of this model category is the1–category of profinite
P–stratified spaces defined in [8].

Example 5.9 We call a groupoid finite if it has finitely many arrows (including the
identity arrows). The category of finite groupoids FinGrpd inherits the structure of
a fibration test category from the canonical model structure on Grpd [1, Section 5].
(Note that Grpd can be viewed as an sSetKQ–enriched model structure by defining
Map.A;B/ D N.Fun.A;B// for any A;B 2 Grpd.) The completed model struc-
ture on the category of profinite groupoids 1Grpd D Pro.FinGrpd/ obtained from
Theorem 5.2 coincides with the model structure for profinite groupoids defined by
Horel in [18, Section 4]. To see this, note that Horel shows in [18, Section 4] that the
Barnea–Schlank model structure on 1Grpd exists and coincides with his model structure.
By Remark 5.12 below, the Barnea–Schlank model structure on 1Grpd must coincide
with our model structure. In particular, Horel’s model structure agrees with the one
that we construct in this example.
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Example 5.10 Similarly, we call a category finite if it has finitely many arrows. The
category of all small categories admits the canonical model structure, defined for
example in [34]. Since this model structure is sSetJ–enriched, the category of finite
categories FinCat inherits the structure of a fibration test category. By Theorem 5.2,
we obtain an sSetJ–enriched model structure on bCatD Pro.FinCat/, which we will
call the model structure for profinite categories.

Example 5.11 Let bisSet be endowed with the Reedy model structure with respect
to the Kan–Quillen model structure on sSet. Recall that the category of bisimplicial
profinite sets biscSet is equivalent to Pro.L.2//, where L.2/ denotes the category of
doubly lean bisimplicial sets defined at the end of Section 2.2. Since any object in
bisSet is cofibrant, L.2/ inherits the structure of a fibration test category from the Reedy
model structure on bisSet. By applying Theorem 5.2, we obtain a model structure on
Pro.L.2//' biscSet. This model structure coincides with the Reedy model structure
on biscSet with respect to the Quick model structure on scSet, as will be shown in
Proposition 6.9.

Remark 5.12 As discussed in the introduction, there are similarities between our
construction of a model structure on Pro.C/ and the construction of Barnea–Schlank
in [7]. Suppose C is a fibration test category in the sense of Definition 5.1. Then
C comes with a set fib.C/ of fibrations and a set of we.C/ of weak equivalences. It
is very unlikely that the triple .C;fib.C/;we.C// is a “weak fibration category” in
the sense of Definition 1.2 of [7]. Namely, that definition asks that fib.C/ contain
all isomorphisms of C, that it be closed under composition, and that a pushout of a
map in fib.C/ be again in fib.C/. However, if we define fib0.C/ to be the smallest set
that contains fib.C/ and that satisfies these properties, then .C;fib0.C/;we.C// might
be a weak fibration category. If this is the case, then the “induced” model structure
on Pro.C/, in the sense of Theorem 1.8 of [7], could exist. The cofibrations of this
model structure are defined as the maps that have the left lifting property with respect
to fib0.C/\we.C/, while the trivial cofibrations are the maps that have the left lifting
property with respect to fib0.C/. Since the maps in fib0.C/ are clearly fibrations in
our construction of the “completed model structure” on Pro.C/ (see Theorem 5.2),
we conclude that the (trivial) cofibrations for both model structures must agree. In
particular, if both our model structure and the Barnea–Schlank model structure of [7]
exist on Pro.C/, then they must coincide. An example where this happens is when
CD FinGrpd. (See Example 5.9 above.)
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6 Comparison to some known model structures

As stated in Theorem 5.2, for any fibration test category .C;T/, all objects in the
completed model structure on Pro.C/ are cofibrant. We will now show that, in the case
that C is the category L of lean simplicial sets, for many choices of T this statement can
be strengthened to say that the cofibrations are exactly the monomorphisms. We show
how this can be used to prove that the model structures on scSet obtained in Examples 5.5
and 5.6 agree with Quick’s model structure and Morel’s model structure, respectively.
It will also follow that the cofibrations in the profinite Joyal model structure from
Example 5.7 are exactly the monomorphisms. We conclude this section by showing
that the model structure on biscSet from Example 5.11 agrees with the Reedy model
structure on biscSet with respect to Quick’s model structure on scSet. The main result
about cofibrations in scSet is the following:

Proposition 6.1 Let L be the category of lean simplicial sets endowed with the
structure of a fibration test category. Suppose that for any contractible lean Kan
complex K, the map K ! � is a trivial fibration in L, and further that any trivial
fibration L �

��K in L is a trivial Kan fibration. Then the cofibrations in the completed
model structure on Pro.L/' scSet are the monomorphisms.

This proposition clearly applies to the fibration test categories LKQ, Lp and LJ of
Examples 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. The following lemmas will be used to prove this result.
Recall that the category cSet of profinite sets is equivalent to the category Stone of
Stone spaces.

Lemma 6.2 A map of profinite sets (resp. simplicial profinite sets) S ! T is a
monomorphism if and only if it is (isomorphic to) the limit of a cofiltered diagram
fSi � Tigi2I consisting of monomorphisms between finite sets (resp. degreewise
finite simplicial sets).

Proof In the category of Stone spaces, the monomorphisms are precisely the injective
continuous maps. Since a cofiltered limit of injective maps is again injective, we see
that if S ! T is an inverse limit of monomorphisms Si� Ti , then S ! T is itself a
monomorphism.

Conversely, suppose that S ! T is a monomorphism of profinite sets (resp. simplicial
profinite sets). Write T D limi Ti as a cofiltered limit of finite sets (resp. lean simplicial
sets), and, for every i , write S 0i for the image of the composition S ! T ! Ti . Then
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fS 0igi2I is a cofiltered diagram since the structure maps Ti ! Tj restrict to maps
S 0i ! S 0j for any i ! j in I . Since fS 0i ! Tigi2I is levelwise a monomorphism,
the proof is complete if we can show that S ! limi S 0i is an isomorphism. Since
isomorphisms of Stone spaces are detected on the underlying sets, it suffices to show
that this map is both injective and surjective. It is injective since the composition
S ! limi S 0i ! T is, while it is surjective by [36, Corollary 1.1.6].

We will denote the two-element set f0; 1g by 2.

Lemma 6.3 A map of (profinite) sets S ! T is a monomorphism if and only if it has
the left lifting property with respect to 2!�.

Proof We leave the case where S ! T is a map of sets to the reader. For the “if”
direction in the profinite case, suppose that f W S! T has the left lifting property with
respect to 2!�, but is not a monomorphism. Regarding S and T as Stone spaces,
there must exist distinct s; s0 2 S such that f .s/D f .s0/. Choose some clopen U � S

such that s 2 U and s0 62 U . Then the indicator function 1U W S ! 2 is continuous but
does not extend to a map T ! 2. We conclude that S ! T must be a monomorphism.

For the converse, note that by Lemma 6.2 we may assume without loss of generality
that S ! T can be represented by levelwise monomorphisms fSi ! Tig. Since 2 is
cocompact in cSet, any map S ! 2 factors through Si for some i . Since Si! Ti is a
monomorphism of sets, the result follows.

Consider the diagram

� FinSet

�op

2

Œn�
Rn2

where Œn� denotes the inclusion of the terminal category � into �op at Œn�, and 2 denotes
the inclusion of � into FinSet at the two-element set 2. Since FinSet has all finite limits,
the right Kan extension Rn2 exists. Since the inclusion � ,!�op factors through �op

�n,
the simplicial set Rn2 is n–coskeletal. In particular, it is a lean simplicial set.

Lemma 6.4 A map of simplicial (profinite) sets is a monomorphism if and only if it
has the left lifting property with respect to Rn2!� for every n 2N.
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Proof Since the inclusions of FinSet into Set and cSet both preserve limits, we see
that the lean simplicial set Rn2 constructed above is also the right Kan extension of
�
Œn�
�! �op along � 2

�! Set and along � 2
�! cSet. In particular, a map of simplicial

(profinite) sets X ! Y has the left lifting property with respect to Rn2! � if and
only if Xn! Yn has the left lifting property with respect to 2!�, hence the result
follows from Lemma 6.3.

Proof of Proposition 6.1 We first show that any cofibration in the model category
Pro.L/ is a monomorphism. Since Rn2!� has the right lifting property with respect to
all monomorphisms in sSet, we see that it is a trivial Kan fibration, hence by assumption
a trivial fibration in the fibration test category L and a generating trivial fibration in
Pro.L/. By Lemma 6.4, any cofibration in Pro.L/' scSet is a monomorphism.

For the converse, suppose X ! Y is a monomorphism in Pro.L/. By Lemma 6.2, we
may assume that X ! Y is a cofiltered limit of monomorphisms between degreewise
finite simplicial sets fXi ! Yigi2I . We see that for every i , the map Xi ! Yi has
the left lifting property with respect to the generating trivial fibrations of Pro.L/ since
these are trivial Kan fibrations between lean simplicial sets. Since any generating trivial
fibration is a map between cocompact objects, it follows that X ! Y also has the left
lifting property with respect to the generating trivial fibrations.

Proposition 6.1 shows that, for LKQ and Lp the fibration test categories of Examples
5.5 and 5.6, the cofibrations of the model categories Pro.LKQ/ and Pro.Lp/ are the
monomorphisms. This means that the cofibrations coincide with those of Quick’s
model structure [31] and Morel’s model structure [30], respectively. The same is true
for the weak equivalences. This follows from the results in Section 7 of [4] (most
notably Lemmas 7.4.7 and 7.4.10), using that Quick’s and Morel’s model structures on
scSet are simplicial. We state this explicitly as follows:

Proposition 6.5 [4] A map X ! Y of simplicial profinite sets is a weak equiva-
lence in Quick’s model structure if and only if Map.Y;K/!Map.X;K/ is a weak
equivalence for any lean Kan complex K. It is a weak equivalence in Morel’s model
structure if and only if Map.Y;K/!Map.X;K/ is a weak equivalence for any lean
Kan complex K whose homotopy groups are finite p–groups.

From this proposition and the definition of the completed model structure (Theorem 5.2),
we see that the weak equivalences of Pro.LKQ/ (resp. Pro.Lp/) agree with the weak
equivalences in Quick’s model structure (resp. Morel’s model structure) on scSet.
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Corollary 6.6 The completed model structure on Pro.LKQ/ coincides with Quick’s
model structure.

Corollary 6.7 For any prime number p, the completed model structure on Pro.Lp/

coincides with Morel’s model structure.

The proof of Proposition 6.1 admits an analogue for bisimplicial sets (in fact, for the
category of presheaves on K for any small category K that can be written as a union
of finite full subcategories), which we leave as an exercise to the reader.

Proposition 6.8 Let bisSet be endowed with a simplicial model structure in which the
cofibrations are the monomorphisms , and let L.2/ be the full subcategory of doubly lean
bisimplicial sets , which inherits the structure of a fibration test category in the sense of
Example 5.3. Then the cofibrations in Pro.L.2//' biscSet are the monomorphisms.

Note that this proposition implies that the cofibrations in the model structure on biscSet
from Example 5.11 are exactly the monomorphisms. We will show that, in fact, this
model structure coincides with the Reedy model structure on biscSet with respect to
scSetQ. We do this by inspecting the generating (trivial) fibrations of the Reedy model
structure. For the following proof, note that Quick’s model structure coincides with the
completed model structure on Pro.LKQ/ by Corollary 6.6, hence that any (trivial) Kan
fibration between lean Kan complexes is a (trivial) fibration in Quick’s model structure.

Proposition 6.9 The model structure on Pro.L.2// of Example 5.11 coincides with
the Reedy model structure on biscSet (with respect to scSetQ).

Proof Note that if L!K is a (trivial) Reedy fibration between Reedy fibrant doubly
lean bisimplicial sets, then Ln and MnL�MnK Kn are lean Kan complexes for every n.
In particular, the map Ln!MnL�MnK Kn is a (trivial) fibration between lean Kan
complexes for every n. This shows that any generating (trivial) fibration in Pro.L.2//
is a (trivial) fibration in the Reedy model structure on biscSet.

For the converse, note that the Reedy model structure on biscSet is fibrantly generated.
Its generating (trivial) fibrations are maps of the form

(3) GnL! @GnL�@GnK GnK

for any n� 0, where Gn is the right adjoint to the functor X 7!Xn, while @Gn is the
right adjoint to the latching object functor X 7! LnX , and L! K is a generating
(trivial) fibration in scSet. It can be shown using the right adjointness of Gn and @Gn
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that these functors restrict to functors L! L.2/. One can furthermore deduce from the
adjointness that if L and K are fibrant in sSet, then both the domain and codomain of
the map (3) are Reedy fibrant in biscSet and hence in bisSet. This shows that any map
of the form (3), with L!K a (trivial) fibration in L, is a (trivial) fibration in L.2/. In
particular, any generating (trivial) fibration in the Reedy model structure on biscSet is a
(trivial) fibration in Pro.L.2//. We conclude that both model structures coincide.

7 Quillen pairs

As explained in Section 2.2, there is an easy criterion for constructing adjunctions
between ind-categories: if C is a small category that admits finite colimits and if E
is any cocomplete category, then a functor F W Ind.C/! E has a right adjoint if and
only if it preserves all colimits. Furthermore, these functors correspond to functors
C! E that preserve all finite colimits. There is a dual criterion for pro-categories. In
the simplicial case, this can be strengthened as in the following lemma.

If E is a tensored cocomplete simplicial category, then we say that colimits and tensors
commute in E if the analogue of item (iii) of Definition 3.1 holds for all diagrams in E
and all simplicial sets.

Lemma 7.1 Let C be a small finitely tensored simplicial category and let E be a
tensored cocomplete simplicial category in which colimits and tensors commute. Then
any simplicial functor F W C! E that preserves finite colimits and tensors with finite
simplicial sets extends to a functor zF W Ind.C/!E that admits a right adjoint. Moreover ,
this adjunction is an enriched adjunction.

Proof The simplicial functor zF W Ind.C/! E is defined on objects by zF .fcig/ D

colimi F.ci/ and on the internal homs by

Map.fcig; fdj g/D lim
i

colim
j

Map.ci ; dj /! lim
i

colim
j

Map.F.ci/;F.dj //

!Map
�
colim

i
F.ci/; colim

i
F.dj /

�
:

We saw in the preliminaries that zF preserves all colimits and has a right adjoint (as
functor of unenriched categories). In particular, it is part of an enriched adjunction if and
only if it preserves tensors. To see that this is the case, let X D colimj Xj be a simplicial
set written as a filtered colimit of finite simplicial sets. Then fcigi˝X Šfci˝Xj g.i;j/,
hence F.fcigi˝X /Š colim.i;j/ F.ci/˝Xj Š

zF .fcig/˝X , using the hypothesis that
F preserves tensors with finite simplicial sets.
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In this section we give some assumptions under which an adjunction of the type above
is a Quillen adjunction, and give a further criterion for this adjunction to be a Quillen
equivalence. This gives a straightforward way of constructing “profinite” versions of
certain classical Quillen adjunctions, as illustrated in Example 7.7. At the end of this
section, we show that if C� E inherits the structure of a (co)fibration test category in
the sense of Example 3.6, then the ind- or pro-completion functor (relative to C) is a
Quillen functor.

Definition 7.2 A morphism of cofibration test categories � W .C1;T1/! .C2;T2/

is a simplicial functor � W C1 ! C2 that preserves finite colimits, finite tensors and
(trivial) cofibrations, and in particular maps the full subcategory T1 into T2. Dually, a
morphism of fibration test categories � W .C1;T1/! .C2;T2/ is a simplicial functor
� W C1! C2 that preserves finite limits, finite cotensors and (trivial) fibrations, and in
particular maps the full subcategory T1 into T2.

Example 7.3 The nerve functor N W FinGrpd! LKQ is a morphism of fibration test
categories. Similarly, taking the nerve of a category gives a morphism of fibration test
categories N W FinCat! LJ.

Remark 7.4 If � W .C1;T1/! .C2;T2/ is a morphism of cofibration test categories,
then its canonical filtered colimit-preserving extension �! W Ind.C1/! Ind.C2/ has
a right adjoint �� W Ind.C2/! Ind.C1/ by Lemma 7.1. Since �! is an extension of
� W C1! C2, it sends all objects in the image of C1 ,! Ind.C1/ to compact objects
in Ind.C2/, hence its right adjoint �� must preserve filtered colimits. Dually, if �
is a morphism of fibration test categories, then it canonically extends to a functor
�� W Pro.C1/ ! Pro.C2/ that admits a left adjoint �� W Pro.C2/ ! Pro.C1/ which
preserves cofiltered limits.

Proposition 7.5 Let � W .C1;T1/! .C2;T2/ be a morphism of cofibration test cate-
gories. Then the induced adjunction from Remark 7.4

�! W Ind.C1/� Ind.C2/ W�
�

is a simplicial Quillen adjunction. Dually , for a morphism of fibration test categories
� W .C1;T1/! .C2;T2/, the induced adjunction from Remark 7.4

�� W Pro.C2/� Pro.C1/ W��

is a simplicial Quillen adjunction.
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Proof Suppose � W .C1;T1/! .C2;T2/ is a morphism of cofibration test categories.
By Lemma 7.1, the adjunction �! a �

� is an enriched adjunction of simplicial functors.
Since �! extends � and � W C1! C2 preserves all (trivial) cofibrations, we conclude
that �! W Ind.C1/! Ind.C2/ preserves all generating (trivial) cofibrations. We conclude
that �! a �

� is a simplicial Quillen adjunction. The case of fibration test categories is
dual.

Remark 7.6 One could weaken the definition of a morphism of (co)fibration test
categories � W C1! C2 by only asking it to be an (unenriched) functor of underlying
categories and not asking it to preserve (co)tensors. In this case, one would still obtain
a Quillen adjunction between the completed model structures, but it would merely be a
Quillen adjunction between the underlying model categories, and not a simplicial one.
Moreover, the proof of Proposition 7.8 below would not go through in this case.

Example 7.7 The nerve functors from Example 7.3 induce simplicial Quillen adjunc-
tions y…1 W scSetQ�1Grpd W yN and yh W scSetJ�bCat W yN . These left adjoints are profinite
versions of the fundamental groupoid and the homotopy category, respectively.

We call the restriction � W T1 ! T2 of a morphism of cofibration test categories
homotopically essentially surjective if for any t 0 2 T2, there exists a t 2 T1 together
with a weak equivalence �.t/ ��! t 0 in T2.

Proposition 7.8 Let � W .C1;T1/ ! .C2;T2/ be a morphism of (co)fibration test
categories.

(a) If the restriction T1! T2 of � is homotopically essentially surjective , then ��

detects weak equivalences.

(b) In the case of a morphism of cofibration test categories , if moreover for any
t 2 T1 and c 2 C1 the map

Map.t; c/!Map.�.t/; �.c//

is a weak equivalence , then the induced Quillen adjunction of Proposition 7.5 is
a Quillen equivalence.

(b0) In the case of fibration test categories , if � is homotopically essentially surjective
and for any t 2 T1 and c 2 C1, the map

Map.c; t/!Map.�.c/; �.t//

is a weak equivalence , then the induced Quillen adjunction of Proposition 7.5 is
a Quillen equivalence.
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Proof We again only include a proof for cofibration test categories, as the case
of a morphism of fibration test categories is dual. For item (a), let f W C ! D be
a map in Ind.C2/ and suppose that ��.f / is a weak equivalence in Ind.C1/. If
t 0 2 T2, then since � W T1 ! T2 is homotopically essentially surjective, there is
a t 2 T1 together with an equivalence �.t/ ��! t 0. Since C and D are fibrant in
Ind.C2), the map Map.t 0;C / ! Map.t 0;D/ is a weak equivalence if and only if
Map.�.t/;C /!Map.�.t/;D/ is so. Since �! extends � and the adjunction �! a �

�

is enriched, we see that

Map.�.t/;C / Map.�.t/;D/

Map.t; ��.C // Map.t; ��.D//

Š Š

�

commutes, hence Map.t 0;C /!Map.t 0;D/ is a weak equivalence.

For item (b), since the right adjoint �� detects weak equivalences by part (a), it suffices
to show that the unit C ! ���!C is a weak equivalence for every cofibrant C in
Ind.C1/. Since C is a cofiltered limit of objects in C1, by Remark 7.4 it is enough to
show that c!���!c is a weak equivalence for every c in C1. By definition of the weak
equivalences in Ind.C1/ and by the simplicial adjunction �! a �

�, this is equivalent to

Map.t; c/!Map.�!.t/; �!.c//ŠMap.�.t/; �.c//

being a weak equivalence, which holds by assumption.

An interesting consequence of Proposition 7.8 is that if, for a (co)fibration test category
.C;T/, one “enlarges” C to a bigger category C0 but keeps T the same, then one obtains
Quillen equivalent model structures on Ind.C/ and Ind.C0/ (or Pro.C/ and Pro.C0/).
The next example gives an illustration of this.

Example 7.9 Recall from Example 5.5 that the category of lean simplicial sets L
inherits the structure of a fibration test category from sSetKQ. We could give the category
of degreewise finite simplicial sets sFinSet a similar structure of a fibration test category,
namely by defining the test objects to be the lean Kan complexes and the (trivial)
fibrations to be those of LKQ. That is, the test objects and the (trivial) fibrations of
sFinSet and of LKQ are identical. It is well known that the pro-categories Pro.sFinSet/
and Pro.L/' scSet are not equivalent. However, the inclusion � W LKQ ,! sFinSet is a
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morphism of fibration test categories that satisfies item (b0) of Proposition 7.8, hence
the induced adjunction

�� W Pro.sFinSet/� scSetQ W��

is a Quillen equivalence.

The hypotheses for item (b) of Proposition 7.8 can usually be weakened, namely if T
is “large enough” in the following sense.

Definition 7.10 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category. We say that T is closed
under pushouts along cofibrations if, for any cofibration r� s in T and any map r! t

in T, the pushout s[r t is again contained in T.

Dually, for a fibration test category .C;T/, we say that T is closed under pullbacks
along fibrations if, for any fibration s� r and any map t! r in T, the pullback s�r t

is again contained in T.

This definition can be seen as ensuring that T has all finite homotopy (co)limits. If T
is closed under pushouts along cofibrations, then it is enough to assume in item (b)
that the restriction � W T1 ! T2 is homotopically fully faithful, ie that Map.s; t/!
Map.�.s/; �.t// is a weak equivalence for all s; t 2 T1. The main ingredient is the
following useful lemma.

Lemma 7.11 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category and suppose that T is closed
under pushouts along cofibrations. Then any cofibrant object in Ind.C/ is a filtered
colimit of objects in T.

Proof The “fat small object argument” of [27] shows that if C in Ind.C/ is cofibrant,
then it is a retract of a colimit colimi2I ci indexed by a directed poset I that has a
least element ?, such that c? is the initial object ¿ and such that c?! ci is a (finite)
composition of pushouts of generating cofibrations for any i . (This follows from
Theorem 4.11 of [27] together with the fact that all objects in T are compact.) In
particular, since T is closed under pushouts along cofibrations, it follows that ci 2T for
every i 2 I . Since ind-categories are idempotent complete, it follows that any retract
of such a colimit is an object of Ind.T/ as well. In particular, any cofibrant object of
Ind.C/ lies in Ind.T/.

We leave it to the reader to dualize Lemma 7.11 to the context of fibration test categories.
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Proposition 7.12 Let � W .C1;T1/ ! .C2;T2/ be a morphism of cofibration test
categories (resp. fibration test categories) and suppose that T1 is closed under pushouts
along cofibrations (resp. closed under pullbacks along fibrations). If the restriction
� W T1! T2 is homotopically essentially surjective and homotopically fully faithful ,
then the induced Quillen adjunction of Proposition 7.5 is a Quillen equivalence.

Proof We prove the statement for ind-categories. As in the proof of Proposition 7.8, it
suffices to show that the unit C ! ���!C is a weak equivalence for every cofibrant C

in Ind.C1/. By Lemma 7.11 any cofibrant object is a filtered colimit of objects of T1,
so by Remark 7.4 it suffices to show that t ! ���!t is a weak equivalence for every
t 2 T1. This follows exactly as in the proof of Proposition 7.8.

Recall from Section 2.2 that if E is a complete category and if C � E is a small full
subcategory closed under finite limits, then the functor U W Pro.C/! E that sends
a pro-object to its limit in E has a left adjoint y. � /Pro, the pro-C completion functor.
Dually, if E is cocomplete and C is closed under finite colimits, then the canonical
functor U W Ind.C/! E has a right adjoint y. � /Ind. In the situation where E is a simplicial
model category and C is a (co)fibration test category, these adjunctions are almost by
definition Quillen pairs. Note that in the case of pro-categories, this is the Quillen pair
mentioned in item (iii) of Theorem 1.1.

Proposition 7.13 Let E be a simplicial model category in which every object is fibrant
and C � E a full subcategory closed under finite colimits and finite tensors with the
inherited structure of a cofibration test category (in the sense of Example 3.6). Then

U W Ind.C/� E W y. � /Ind

is a simplicial Quillen adjunction. Dually , if every object in E is cofibrant and C� E
is a full subcategory closed under finite limits and finite cotensors , given the inherited
structure of a fibration test category (as in Example 5.3), then

y. � /Pro W E� Pro.C/ WU

is a simplicial Quillen adjunction.

Proof The first adjunction arises by applying Lemma 7.1 to the inclusion C ,! E .
We need to show that the left adjoint U preserves the generating (trivial) cofibrations.
Note that U agrees with the inclusion C ,! E when restricted to C� Ind.C/. Since
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the generating (trivial) cofibrations are defined as the (trivial) cofibrations in C � E
between cofibrant objects, they are preserved by U .

The case for pro-C completion follows dually.

Example 7.14 The proposition above shows that the profinite completion functors for
sSetKQ and Grpd are left Quillen. These Quillen adjunctions fit into a commutative
diagram

sSetKQ Grpd

scSetQ 1Grpd

…1

y. � /Pro

N
a

y. � /Pro

y…1

Ua

yN

a

Ua

where yN is the nerve adjunction from Example 7.7. There is a similar diagram of
Quillen adjunctions for the (profinite) Joyal model structure and the model category of
(profinite) categories.

8 Bousfield localizations

Suppose we are given a cofibration test category .C;T/ and that we wish to shrink
the full subcategory of test objects T to a smaller one T0 � T. If T0 is closed under
finite pushout-products, then .C;T0/ is a cofibration test category by Example 3.7,
hence we obtain two model structures Ind.C;T/ and Ind.C;T0/ on the category Ind.C/.
Since the (trivial) cofibrations of .C;T0/ are those of .C;T/ between objects of T0,
the sets of generating (trivial) cofibrations of Ind.C;T0/ are contained in those of
Ind.C;T/. In particular, the identity functor is right Quillen when viewed as a functor
Ind.C;T/! Ind.C;T0/. Since there are fewer weak equivalences in Ind.C;T/ than in
Ind.C;T0/, this right Quillen functor is close to being a right Bousfield localization.
Recall that a right Bousfield localization of a model category is a model structure
on the same category with the same class of fibrations, but with a larger class of
weak equivalences. The model category Ind.C;T0/ is not necessarily a right Bousfield
localization of Ind.C;T/ since it has fewer generating trivial cofibrations, and hence it
might have more fibrations than Ind.C;T/. However, it is a general fact about model
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categories that in such a situation, there exists a model structure on Ind.C/ with the
weak equivalences of Ind.C;T0/ and the fibrations of Ind.C;T/:

Lemma 8.1 Let E˛ and Eˇ be cofibrantly generated model structures on the same
category E and suppose that sets of generating cofibrations I˛ and Iˇ and sets of
generating trivial cofibration J˛ and Jˇ respectively , are given. If I˛� Iˇ and J˛�Jˇ,
and if E˛ has more weak equivalences than Eˇ, then there exists a cofibrantly generated
model structure on E with the weak equivalences of E˛ and the fibrations of Eˇ.

Proof It easily follows by checking the hypotheses of Theorem 11.3.1 of [17] that the
sets I˛ [Jˇ and Jˇ determine a cofibrantly generated model structure on E in which
the weak equivalences agree with those of E˛. This model structure has the desired
properties. As an example, we check item (4b) of Theorem 11.3.1 of [17], and leave
the other hypotheses to the reader. This comes down to showing that if E! F has the
right lifting property with respect to Jˇ and is a weak equivalence in E˛, then it must
have the right lifting property with respect to I˛ [Jˇ . It suffices to show that E! F

has the right lifting property with respect to I˛. Since E ! F has the right lifting
property with respect to Jˇ, it has so with respect to J˛ � Jˇ, hence it is a fibration
in E˛. Since it is also a weak equivalence in E˛, it follows that it has the right lifting
property with respect to I˛ and hence with respect to I˛ [Jˇ.

If E is a simplicial model category with a given full subcategory T � E , then RTE
denotes (if it exists) the right Bousfield localization of E in which a map E!E0 is
a weak equivalence if and only if Map.t;E/!Map.t;E0/ is a weak equivalence for
every t 2 T. We call such a map a T–colocal weak equivalence. Dually, LTE denotes
(if it exists) the left Bousfield localization of E in which E!E0 is a weak equivalence
if and only if Map.E0; t/!Map.E; t/ is a weak equivalence for every t 2 T. Such a
map is called a T–local weak equivalence.

Proposition 8.2 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category and let T0 � T be a full
subcategory. Then the right Bousfield localization RT0 Ind.C/ exists and is cofibrantly
generated.

Dually , if .C;T/ is a fibration test category and T0 � T a full subcategory , then the left
Bousfield localization LT0 Pro.C/ exists and is fibrantly generated.

Proof We first prove the proposition in the special case that T0 is closed under finite
pushout-products, and then deduce the general case from this. In this special case,
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.C;T0/ is a cofibration test category as in Example 3.7, so we obtain a cofibrantly gen-
erated model category on Ind.C;T0/ in which the weak equivalences are the T0–colocal
ones. We also have the model structure on Ind.C/ corresponding to the cofibration test
category .C;T/, which by construction has more generating (trivial) cofibrations than
Ind.C;T0/. By applying Lemma 8.1, we obtain the desired right Bousfield localization
RT0 Ind.C/.

Now suppose that T0 is not necessarily closed under finite pushout-products. Let T00 be
the smallest full subcategory of T that contains T0 and is closed under finite pushout-
products and isomorphisms. This category can be obtained by repeatedly enlarging
T0 by adding all objects isomorphic to an object of the form t 0 ˝ U [s0˝U s0 ˝ V

to T0, for s0� t 0 a cofibration in T0 and U � V a cofibration of finite simplicial
sets. This produces a sequence of full subcategories T0 � T0

1
� T0

2
� � � � � T such that

T00 D
S

n2N T0n. We claim that the T0–colocal weak equivalences and the T00–colocal
weak equivalences in Ind.C/ agree. By the above inductive construction of T00, it
suffices to show that for any cofibration s0� t 0 of .C;T/ with s0; t 0 2 T0 and any
cofibration U � V in sSetfin, the map

Map.t 0˝U [s0˝U s0˝V;C /!Map.t 0˝U [s0˝U s0˝V;D/

is a weak equivalence for any T0–colocal weak equivalence C !D. We leave this as
an exercise to the reader, noting that these pushouts can be taken out of the mapping
spaces to obtain homotopy pullbacks.

Example 8.3 Let LKQ be the category of lean simplicial sets with the structure of a
fibration test category as in Example 5.5. The model structure Pro.LKQ/ then coincides
with Quick’s model structure scSetQ under the equivalence of categories Pro.L/' scSetQ,
by Corollary 6.6. In particular, by Proposition 8.2, the left Bousfield localization
LTscSetQ exists for any collection of lean Kan complexes T. If one takes T to consist of
the spaces K.Fp; n/ for all n 2N, then one obtains a model structure on scSet in which
the weak equivalences are the maps that induce equivalences in Fp–cohomology and in
which the cofibrations are the monomorphisms. This is exactly Morel’s model structure
on scSet for pro-p spaces [30]. In particular, this is an alternative to the construction in
Example 5.6.

Example 8.4 Recall the Reedy model structure (with respect to Quick’s model structure
on scSet) on biscSet from Example 5.11. By Proposition 6.9, this model structure can be
obtained by applying Theorem 5.2 to a certain fibration test category L.2/R . In particular,
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Proposition 8.2 ensures that the left Bousfield localization LTbiscSet exists for any
collection T of Reedy fibrant doubly lean simplicial sets. For example, one can take T
to be the collection of all doubly lean bisimplicial sets that are complete Segal spaces in
the sense of [35]. This model structure will be called the model structure for complete
Segal profinite spaces and denoted by biscSetCSS. We will study this model structure
in detail in Section 9. In particular, we will show in Proposition 9.3 that biscSetCSS is
equivalent to the model structure for profinite quasicategories scSetJ from Example 5.7.

Proposition 8.2 was the last missing piece in the proof of Theorem 1.1 (except for item
(iv) of that theorem, which follows from Theorem A.7).

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let E be a simplicial model category in which every object is
cofibrant, and let C� E be a small full subcategory of E which is closed under finite
limits and cotensors by finite simplicial sets. Then .C;T0/, where T0 � C is the full
subcategory on the fibrant objects, inherits the structure of a fibration test category
from E in the sense of Example 5.3.

Now suppose T is any collection of fibrant objects in C. By applying Theorem 5.2 to
.C;T0/ and then applying Proposition 8.2 (with T and T0 interchanged), we obtain a
model structure on Pro.C/ together with a (fibrantly generated) left Bousfield localiza-
tion Pro.C/�LT Pro.C/. The weak equivalences of LT Pro.C/ are by definition the
T–local equivalences. By Theorem 5.2, any object in Pro.C/ (and hence in LT Pro.C/)
is cofibrant. By Proposition 7.13, we obtain a simplicial Quillen adjunction E�Pro.C/
and hence a simplicial Quillen adjunction E�LT Pro.C/. We conclude that the model
structure LT Pro.C/ satisfies items (i)–(iii) of Theorem 1.1.

9 Example: complete Segal profinite spaces vs profinite
quasicategories

Recall that in Example 5.7, we defined the profinite Joyal model structure. In this
section, we will define another candidate for the homotopy theory of profinite 1–
categories, namely a profinite version of Rezk’s model category of complete Segal
spaces. We then show that there are two Quillen equivalences between the model
category of complete Segal profinite spaces and the profinite Joyal model structure.
After establishing these Quillen equivalences, we characterize in both these model
categories the weak equivalences between the fibrant objects as the essentially surjective
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and fully faithful maps, where being fully faithful is defined in terms of the Quick
model structure. It is worth mentioning that in Remark A.11, we moreover give a
precise description of the underlying1–category of these model categories.

Let us start with a short review of the theory of complete Segal spaces, originally
defined by Rezk in [35]. Consider the category bisSetD sSet�

op
of bisimplicial sets,

or simplicial spaces, equipped with the Reedy model structure (with respect to the Kan–
Quillen model structure on sSet). We denote this model category by bisSetR. Objects
of bisSet have two simplicial parameters. We denote the “inner” one by n;m; : : : and
refer to it as the space parameter, and we denote the “outer” one (corresponding to the
�op in sSet�

op
) by s; t; r; : : : . For any pair of simplicial sets X and Y , one can define

the external product X �Y by .X �Y /t;n DXt �Yn. Note that the external product
�t ��n is the functor �op ��op ! Set represented by .Œt �; Œn�/. In particular, the
internal hom of bisSet can be defined by .Y X /t;n D Hom..�t ��n/�X;Y /. This
internal hom allows one to regard bisSet as a simplicial category in multiple ways; the
two simplicial enrichments that we will use are given by

Map1.X;Y / WD .Y
X /�;0 and Map2.X;Y / WD .Y

X /0;�:

The category bisSet is tensored and cotensored with respect to both of these enrichments.

As described in [35, Sections 10 and 12], one can localize the Reedy model structure
on bisSet by the Segal maps

Sp�t
��0��t

��0;

where Sp�t D�Œ0; 1�[ � � � [�Œt � 1; t � is the spine of the t–simplex. This gives the
model category bisSetSS for Segal spaces. Localizing one step further by the map

f0g ��0� J ��0

gives the model category bisSetCSS for complete Segal spaces. Here J is the nerve
of the groupoid with two objects and exactly one isomorphism between any ordered
pair of objects. It is part of a cosimplicial object J � in sSet, J t being the nerve of the
groupoid with t C 1 objects and exactly one isomorphism between any ordered pair of
objects.

All three of the model structures bisSetR, bisSetSS and bisSetCSS are sSetKQ–enriched
model structures with respect to the enrichment Map2 mentioned above.

The model category bisSetCSS is Quillen equivalent to sSetJ. In fact, there are Quillen
pairs in both directions, whose right Quillen functors are the evaluation at the inner
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coordinate nD 0,
ev0 W bisSet! sSetI .ev0 X /t DXt;0;

and the singular complex functor with respect to J �,

SingJ W sSet! bisSetI SingJ.X /t;n DMap.J n;X /t D Hom.�t
�J n;X /:

These Quillen equivalences are described in detail in [22]. One can prove, using the
Quillen equivalence ev0 together with the fact that bisSetCSS is a cartesian closed
model category, that bisSetCSS is an sSetJ–enriched model category with respect to
the simplicial enrichment Map1 mentioned above. Both of the above right Quillen
functors are simplicial functors that preserve cotensors with respect to this simplicial
enrichment. This is explained in detail in the proof of Proposition E.2.2 of [37].

Now let L.2/ be the category of doubly lean bisimplicial sets, ie those bisimplicial
sets X for which Xt;n is finite for each t and n, and such that X Š coskt;n.X / for some
t and n. Here coskt;n W bisSet! bisSet is the functor that restricts X 2 bisSet to a
functor �op

�t ��
op
�n! Set and then right Kan extends along �op

�t ��
op
�n ,!�op��op.

This agrees with the notion of doubly lean as defined at the end of Section 2.2, and it
follows from (the dual of) Theorem 2.3 that the inclusion L.2/ ,! biscSet extends to an
equivalence Pro.L.2//' biscSet.

Each of the three model structures bisSetR, bisSetSS and bisSetCSS gives rise to the
structure of a fibration test category on L.2/ by the general scheme of Example 5.3.
We will mainly be interested in the Reedy and the complete Segal model structures, so
denote the corresponding fibration test categories by L.2/R and L.2/CSS, respectively.

Definition 9.1 The model structures on biscSet obtained by applying Theorem 5.2 to
the fibration test categories L.2/R and L.2/CSS will be called the Reedy model structure for
profinite spaces and model structure for complete Segal profinite spaces, and denoted
by biscSetR and biscSetCSS, respectively. A fibrant object in biscSetCSS will be called a
complete Segal profinite space.

Since we can view bisSetCSS as a simplicial model category in two ways, the full subcat-
egory L.2/CSS inherits two different structures of a fibration test category, namely one with
respect to the enrichment Map1 and one with respect to Map2. The (trivial) fibrations
of both fibration test category structures agree, so they will induce the same model
structures on Pro.L.2//Š biscSet. This shows that we can view biscSetCSS as an sSetJ–
enriched model category through the enrichment Map1, and as an sSetKQ–enriched
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model category through Map2.1 In what follows, we will consider the simplicial
enrichment Map1, since this one is compatible with the right Quillen functors ev0 and
SingJ discussed above.

By Proposition 7.13, the profinite completion functor bisSet! biscSet is a left Quillen
functor, whose right adjoint is given by the functor U W biscSet! bisSet that sends a
bisimplicial profinite set to its underlying bisimplicial set. Levelwise, this is the functor
that sends a profinite set to its underlying set.

Since L.2/CSS has fewer test objects than L.2/R , we see that biscSetCSS has more weak
equivalences than biscSetR. By Proposition 6.8, the cofibrations are the monomorphisms
in both model structures, hence biscSetCSS is a left Bousfield localization of biscSetR.
In particular, the construction of the model structure biscSetCSS given in Example 8.4
agrees with the one given here.

The right Quillen functors ev0 and SingJ mentioned above restrict to morphisms of
fibration test categories between LJ and L.2/CSS, where LJ is the category of lean simplicial
sets (with the fibration test category structure from Example 5.7). This amounts to
showing that ev0 maps doubly lean bisimplicial sets to lean simplicial sets, and that
SingJ maps lean simplicial sets to doubly lean bisimplicial sets. In the case of ev0, this
follows directly from the definition, while the case of SingJ requires some work.

Lemma 9.2 The functor SingJ W sSet! bisSet takes lean simplicial sets to doubly
lean bisimplicial sets.

Proof Let X be a lean simplicial set and suppose that X is n–coskeletal. It suffices to
show that SingJ.X /�;m and SingJ.X /t;� are both n–coskeletal and degreewise finite
simplicial sets for any t;m 2 N. Since J m is a degreewise finite simplicial set for
every m, we see that SingJ.X /�;m DMap.J m;X / is an n–coskeletal degreewise finite
simplicial set for every m. This automatically shows that SingJ.X /t;� is a degreewise
finite simplicial set as well. It therefore remains to show that, for every n–coskeletal
simplicial set X and every t , the simplicial set SingJ.X /t;� Š Hom.J � ��t ;X / Š

Hom.J �;X�t

/ is n–coskeletal. Since any cotensor X Y of an n–coskeletal simplicial
set X is again n–coskeletal, it suffices to prove the case t D 0. To this end, let @J kC1

denote the simplicial subset

@J kC1
D

[
x2.�kC1/k

J k
� J kC1;

1In fact, one can show that biscSetCSS is a bisSetCSS–enriched model category, strengthening this statement.
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or equivalently, the left Kan extension of J � W�! sSet along the Yoneda embedding
�! sSet, evaluated at @�kC1 2 sSet. The inclusion @J kC1 ,! J kC1 restricts to
an isomorphism skn @J

kC1 ! skn J kC1 for any k � n. Combining this with the
canonical isomorphism Hom.@�kC1;Hom.J �;X // Š Hom.@J kC1;X /, it follows
that Hom.J �;X / is n–coskeletal.

Denote the profinite Joyal model structure by scSetJ. We can apply Proposition 7.12
to ev0 W L

.2/
CSS! LJ and SingJ W LJ! L.2/CSS to show that the induced functors between

scSetJ and biscSetCSS are right Quillen equivalences. We will denote these functors by
ev0 and SingJ as well.

Proposition 9.3 The functors ev0 W biscSetCSS! scSetJ and SingJ W scSetJ! biscSetCSS

are right Quillen equivalences.

Proof Since there is a natural isomorphism ev0 SingJ.X /ŠX , it suffices to show that
ev0 W biscSetCSS! scSetJ is a right Quillen equivalence. The same then follows for SingJ

by the two-out-of-three property. Since ev0 W bisSetCSS! sSetJ is a (simplicial) right
Quillen equivalence, its restriction ev0 W L

.2/
CSS! LJ is a morphism of fibration test cate-

gories that is homotopically fully faithful when restricted to test objects. Furthermore, it
is homotopically essentially surjective since X Š ev0.SingJ X / for any lean quasicate-
gory X . By Proposition 7.12, we conclude that induced functor ev0 W biscSetCSS! scSetJ

(and hence SingJ W scSetJ! biscSetCSS) is a right Quillen equivalence.

One can prove “profinite versions” of many of the properties that complete Segal spaces
enjoy. The general strategy for proving such a profinite version of a given property
is to reduce it to its classical counterpart. We will illustrate this by showing that the
weak equivalences between complete Segal profinite spaces coincide with (a profinite
version of) the Dwyer–Kan equivalences. This is done by exploiting two facts: that
biscSetCSS is a left Bousfield localization of the Reedy model structure biscSetR (with
respect to scSetQ), and that the weak equivalences between fibrant objects in scSetQ can
be detected underlying in sSetKQ. To state this explicitly, denote the functor that sends a
simplicial profinite set to its underlying simplicial set by U W scSet! sSet. Note that this
functor is right Quillen as a functor from Quick’s model structure to the Kan–Quillen
model structure, and that its left adjoint is the profinite completion functor.

Proposition 9.4 A map X!Y between fibrant objects in scSetQ is a weak equivalence
if and only if UX ! U Y is a weak equivalence in sSetKQ.
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Proof This follows from Theorem E.3.1.6 of [25], which states that the functor between
the underlying1–categories of scSetQ and sSetKQ induced by U (which is called “Mat”
by Lurie) is conservative. Another way to deduce this proposition is to show that the
weak equivalences between fibrant objects in scSetQ are the ��–isomorphisms (as in
the proof of Proposition 3.9 of [10]) and that the underlying group/set U�n.X;x/ of
the profinite group/set �n.X;x/ agrees with �n.UX;x/ for any fibrant X 2 scSetQ and
any x 2X0.

Since biscSetCSS is a left Bousfield localization of the model category biscSetR, which
by Proposition 6.9 coincides with the Reedy model structure on biscSet with respect to
scSetQ, we see that a map between complete Segal profinite spaces is a weak equivalence
if and only if it is levelwise a weak equivalence in scSetQ. In particular, we obtain the
following result:

Proposition 9.5 A map X ! Y between complete Segal profinite spaces is a weak
equivalence if and only if for every t , the map Xt;�! Yt;� is a weak equivalence in
scSetQ. In particular , X ! Y is a weak equivalence between complete Segal profinite
spaces if and only if UX ! U Y is a weak equivalence between complete Segal spaces.

For a complete Segal profinite space X and two objects x;y 2 X0;0, ie two maps
�0��0!X , we can mimic the classical definition of the mapping space by defining
a profinite space mapX .x;y/ as the pullback

mapX .x;y/ X1;�

�0 X0;� �X0;�

y
.d1;d0/

.x;y/

Since X is Reedy fibrant, the map .d1; d0/ WX1;�!X0;��X0;� is a fibration in scSetQ,
and hence mapX .x;y/ is a fibrant object in scSetQ. Since U W biscSetCSS! bisSetCSS

preserves limits, we see that U.mapX .x;y//ŠmapUX .x;y/ for any complete Segal
profinite space X . If f WX!Y is a map between complete Segal profinite spaces, then
for any x;y 2X0;0, we obtain a map mapX .x;y/!mapY .f x; fy/ from the universal
property of the pullback. We call a map between complete Segal profinite spaces
f WX!Y fully faithful if, for any x;y 2X0;0, the map mapX .x;y/!mapY .f x; fy/

is a weak equivalence in scSetQ. It follows from Proposition 9.4 that X ! Y is fully
faithful if and only if UX ! U Y is a fully faithful map of complete Segal spaces.
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One can also mimic the classical definitions of a homotopy and of homotopy equiv-
alences in a complete Segal space, and use this to define what it means for a map
of complete Segal profinite spaces to be essentially surjective. An equivalent, but
easier, way is to say that X ! Y is essentially surjective if and only if the induced
map �0X0;�! �0Y0;� is an epimorphism of profinite sets. Since U�0Z Š �0UZ for
any fibrant object Z in scSetQ, and since epimorphisms of profinite sets are detected
underlying, we see that a map of complete Segal profinite spaces X ! Y is essentially
surjective if and only if UX ! U Y is.

Definition 9.6 A map between complete Segal profinite spaces is called a Dwyer–Kan
equivalence or DK–equivalence if it is essentially surjective and fully faithful.

Theorem 9.7 A map between complete Segal profinite spaces is a Dwyer–Kan equiva-
lence if and only if it is a weak equivalence in biscSetCSS.

Proof As explained above Definition 9.6, f WX ! Y is essentially surjective and fully
faithful if and only if UX ! U Y is so. By Proposition 7.6 of [35], this is the case if
and only if UX ! U Y is a weak equivalence in bisSetCSS. By Proposition 9.5, this is
equivalent to X ! Y being a weak equivalence in biscSetCSS.

One can lift Proposition 9.5 and Theorem 9.7 to analogous results about weak equiva-
lences between profinite quasicategories using the Quillen equivalences ev0 and SingJ

between scSetJ and biscSetCSS.

Proposition 9.8 A map X ! Y between profinite quasicategories is a weak equiva-
lence in scSetJ if and only if UX ! U Y is a weak equivalence in sSetJ.

Proof Let f W X ! Y be a map between profinite quasicategories. If f is a weak
equivalence in scSetJ, then Uf W UX ! U Y is a weak equivalence of quasicategories
since U W scSetJ! sSetJ is right Quillen. Conversely, suppose Uf is a weak equivalence
of quasicategories. Then SingJ Uf W SingJ.UX /! SingJ.U Y / is a weak equivalence
between complete Segal spaces. Note that SingJ ıU ' U ıSingJ , since both functors
preserve cofiltered limits and they agree on lean simplicial sets. By Proposition 9.5,
SingJ X ! SingJ Y is a weak equivalence between complete Segal profinite spaces.
Since ev0 is right Quillen, the original map ev0 SingJ X ŠX ! Y Š ev0 SingJ Y is a
weak equivalence in scSetJ.
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For a profinite quasicategory X and two 0–simplices x;y 2 X0 (ie maps �0! X ),
we define mapX .x;y/ as the pullback

mapX .x;y/ X�1

�0 X �X

y
.ev0 ; ev1/

.x;y/

Since the right-hand vertical map is obtained by cotensoring with the cofibration
@�1 ,!�1, it must be a fibration in scSetJ. In particular, mapX .x;y/ is fibrant in scSetJ.
One can show that, analogously to the classical case, mapX .x;y/ is actually fibrant in
scSetQ. However, the proof of this is technical and not necessary for what follows, so it
is not included.

A map f W X ! Y of profinite quasicategories induces a morphism mapX .x;y/!

mapY .f x; fy/ for any x;y 2 X0 by the universal property of the pullback. We say
that f is fully faithful if mapX .x;y/!mapY .f x; fy/ is a weak equivalence in scSetJ

for any x;y 2X0.2 For a 1–simplex ˛ 2X1 with d1˛Dx and d0˛Dy, ie a 0–simplex
in mapX .x;y/, we say that ˛ is a homotopy equivalence if �1 ˛

�! X extends to a
map J 1! X . Here J 1 is viewed as a simplicial profinite set through the inclusion
sFinSet ,! scSet. We say that a map of profinite quasicategories f WX!Y is essentially
surjective if for any y 2 Y0, there exists an x 2X0 and an ˛ 2mapY .f x;y/ such that
˛ is a homotopy equivalence.

Since U W scSet! sSet preserves pullbacks, we see that U mapX .x;y/ŠmapUX .x;y/.
By Proposition 9.8, a map X ! Y of profinite quasicategories is fully faithful if and
only if UX !U Y is. Since Hom.J 1;X /ŠHom.J 1;UX / for any X 2 scSet, we also
see that X ! Y is essentially surjective if and only if UX ! U Y is.

Definition 9.9 A map between profinite quasicategories is called a Dwyer–Kan equiv-
alence or DK–equivalence if it is essentially surjective and fully faithful.

Theorem 9.10 A map between profinite quasicategories is a Dwyer–Kan equivalence
if and only if it is a weak equivalence in scSetJ.

Proof A map X ! Y of profinite quasicategories is a DK–equivalence if and only
if UX ! U Y is. Since the weak equivalences between fibrant objects in sSetJ are

2Since the simplicial profinite sets mapX .x;y/ and mapY .f x; fy/ are actually fibrant in scSetQ, this is
equivalent to asking that mapX .x;y/!mapY .f x; fy/ is a weak equivalence in scSetQ.
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exactly the DK–equivalences, we conclude from Proposition 9.8 that a map of profinite
quasicategories X ! Y is a DK–equivalence if and only if it is a weak equivalence.

Appendix Comparison to the 1–categorical approach

The goal of this appendix is to compare the model structures on Ind.C/ and Pro.C/
constructed in this paper to the 1–categorical approach to ind- and pro-categories.
Since the cases of ind- and pro-categories are dual, we only treat the case of ind-
categories and dualize the main result at the end of this appendix.

Given a cofibration test category C, the underlying1–category of the completed model
structure on Ind.C/ will be denoted by Ind.C/1. Recall that this1–category is defined
as the homotopy-coherent nerve of the full simplicial subcategory spanned by the fibrant-
cofibrant objects. We will show that if .C;T/ is a cofibration test category with a suitable
assumption on T, then the 1–category Ind.C/1 is equivalent to Ind.N.T//. Here
N.T/ is the homotopy-coherent nerve of the simplicial category T, and Ind denotes
the1–categorical version of the ind-completion as defined in [24, Definition 5.3.5.1].

Warning A.1 There is a subtlety here that we should point out: if .C;T/ is a cofibration
test category with respect to the Joyal model structure on sSet, meaning that items
(ii) and (iii) of Definition 3.3 hold with respect to the trivial cofibrations and weak
equivalences of sSetJ, then the “mapping spaces” of T are quasicategories but not
necessarily Kan complexes. Recall that any quasicategory X contains a maximal Kan
complex, which we will denote by k.X /. Since this functor k preserves cartesian
products, any category enriched in quasicategories can be replaced by a category
enriched in Kan complexes by applying the functor k to the simplicial hom. If .C;T/
is a cofibration test category with respect to sSetJ, then we will abusively write N.T/
for the simplicial set obtained by first applying the functor k to all the mapping spaces
in T, and then applying the homotopy-coherent nerve. Similarly, by the underlying
infinity category Ind.C/1 of Ind.C/, we mean the quasicategory obtained by taking
the full subcategory on fibrant-cofibrant objects, applying k to all mapping spaces, and
then taking the homotopy-coherent nerve.

Since Ind.C/1 is the underlying1–category of a combinatorial model category, we
see that it is complete and cocomplete. Furthermore, since T is a full subcategory of the
fibrant-cofibrant objects in Ind.C/, we see that the inclusion T ,! Ind.C/ induces a fully
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faithful inclusion N.T/ ,! Ind.C/1. By Proposition 5.3.5.10 of [24], this inclusion
extends canonically to a filtered colimit-preserving functor F W Ind.N.T//! Ind.C/1.
In order for this functor to be an equivalence, any object in Ind.C/ needs to be equivalent
to a filtered homotopy colimit of objects in T. This means that T should be “large
enough” for this to hold. It turns out that this is the case if T is closed under pushouts
along cofibrations (in the sense of Definition 7.10).

Theorem A.2 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category and suppose that T is closed
under pushouts along cofibrations. Then the canonical functor

F W Ind.N.T//! Ind.C/1

is an equivalence of quasicategories.

Remark A.3 In many of the examples discussed in this paper, the category T of
test objects is closed under pushouts along cofibrations. For example, this is the case
if .C;T/ has inherited the structure of a cofibration test category from some model
category E in the sense of Example 3.6.

Remark A.4 If .C;T/ is a cofibration test category, then one can always “enlarge” the
full subcategory T together with the sets of (trivial) cofibrations to obtain a cofibration
test category .C;T0/ such that T0 is closed under pushouts along cofibrations, and for
which the completed model structures Ind.C;T/ and Ind.C;T0/ coincide. To see this,
note that we can define T0 to consist of all objects in C that are cofibrant in Ind.C;T/,
and that we can define the (trivial) cofibrations of .C;T0/ to be the trivial cofibrations of
Ind.C;T/ between objects of T0; that is, we endow C with the structure of a cofibration
test category inherited from Ind.C;T/; see Example 3.6. It is then clear that the model
structures Ind.C;T/ and Ind.C;T0/ coincide, and that T0 is closed under pushouts along
cofibrations. In particular, we see by Theorem A.2 that the underlying1–category of
Ind.C;T/ can be described as the ind-category of the small1–category N.T0/, which
contains N.T/ as a full subcategory.

Before proving this theorem, we will prove the following rectification result.

Lemma A.5 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category such that T is closed under
pushouts along cofibrations , and let I be a poset with the property that I<i is finite for
every i . For any diagram X W N.I/! N.T/, there exists a strict diagram Y W I ! T
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such that N.Y / WN.I/!N.T/ is naturally equivalent to X . This diagram Y can be
constructed in such a way that for any i 2 I , the map

colim
j<i

Yj ! Yi

is a composition of two pushouts of cofibrations in T.

The following lemma is needed for the proof.

Lemma A.6 Let .C;T/ be a cofibration test category and let fYigi2I be a diagram
in T indexed by a finite poset such that for any i 2 I , the map

colim
j<i

Yj ! Yi

is a finite composition of pushouts of cofibrations of .C;T/. Then , for any k 2 I , the
map

Yk ! colim
i2I

Yi

is a finite composition of pushouts of cofibrations. In particular , if T is closed under
pushouts along cofibrations , then colimi Yi is an object of T.

Proof This follows from the dual of [7, Proposition 2.17]. For the convenience of the
reader, we spell out their argument in our setting. Throughout this proof, we call a
map in C good if it is a finite composition of pushouts of cofibrations. Note that any
pushout of a good map is again a good map. A subposet S � I is called a sieve if for
any i 2 S and any j � i in I , one has j 2 S . Write YS D colimj2S Yj for any sieve S

and Y<i for YI<i
D colimj<i Yj for any i 2 I .

We will prove inductively that for two sieves S � T , the map YS ! YT is good. This
certainly holds if jT j D 0, so suppose this holds for jT j< n and let sieves S � T with
jT j D n be given. If S D T then there is nothing to prove, so suppose that S ¨ T and
choose some maximal i 2 T nS . We then obtain a diagram

Y<i Yi

YS YT nfig YT

good

good p

where the square is a pushout. The map Y<i ! Yi is good by assumption while
YS ! YT nfig is good by the induction hypothesis, so we conclude that YS ! YT is
good. This completes the induction, and the lemma now follows by considering the
sieves S D I�k and T D I .
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Proof of Lemma A.5 To distinguish colimits in quasicategories from homotopy
colimits and ordinary colimits in simplicial categories, we will call them1–colimits.
By a homotopy colimit of a diagram Z W J ! T, we mean a cocone Zj ! W that
induces an equivalence

Map.W; t/ ��! holim
j2J

Map.Zj ; t/ for every t 2 T:

The following proof is for the case that .C;T/ is a cofibration test category with respect
to the Kan–Quillen model structure on sSet. The same proof works if .C;T/ is a
cofibration test category with respect to sSetJ; however, one has to replace Map.�;�/
with the maximal Kan complex k.Map.�;�// contained in it, and one has to replace
�1 by the simplicial set H (as defined in Lemma 2.1) in the construction of the mapping
cylinder below.

We will construct the diagram Y W I ! T and the equivalence N.Y /'X inductively.
Let i 2 I be given and suppose that Y jI<i

W I<i ! T and N.Y jI<i
/'X jN.I<i / have

been constructed and have the desired properties. We need to construct Y jI�i
W I�i!T

and an equivalence N.YI�i
/' X jI�i

extending these. Write Y<i WD colimj<i Yj . If
I<i is empty, then Y<i is the initial object of C and hence an object of T by definition.
If I<i is not empty, then it follows from the assumptions on Y jI<i

and Lemma A.6
that Y<i is an object of T. The assumptions on Y jI<i

and the fact that Ind.C/ is a
simplicial model structure ensure that, for any t 2 T, the diagram j 7!Map.Yj ; t/ is
fibrant in the injective model structure on sSet.I<i /

op
. In particular, we see that

Map.Y<i ; t/Š lim
j<i

Map.Yj ; t/' holim
j<i

Map.Yj ; t/;

so Y<i is a homotopy colimit of the diagram Y jI<i
. By Theorem 4.2.4.1 of [24],

it follows that it is also the 1–colimit of the diagram N.Y jI<i
/ W N.I<i/! N.T/.

In particular, if we define the diagram Y 0 W I�i ! T by Y 0j D Yj for all j < i and
Y 0i D Y<i , then the natural equivalence N.Y jI<i

/'X jN.I<i / extends to a natural map
N.Y 0/!X jN.I�i /. The map Y<i D Y 0i !Xi factors through the mapping cylinder

Y<i Š Y<i ˝f0g ! Y<i ˝�
1
[Y<i˝f1gXi ˝f1g

�
�!Xi

in T, where the second map is a weak equivalence. The first map can be written as a
composition of the following two pushouts of cofibrations:

¿ Y<i˝f0g Y<i˝@�
1 Y<i˝f0gtXi˝f1g

Xi˝f1g Y<i˝f0gtXi˝f1g Y<i˝�
1 Y<i˝�

1[Y<i˝f1gXi˝f1g
p p
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Define YiDY<i˝�
1[Y<i˝f1gXi . This defines a diagram Y jI�i

W I�i!T. The above
factorization of Y<i ! Xi shows that we obtain a natural equivalence N.Y jI�i

/ '

X jN.I�i / extending the equivalence N.Y jI<i
/'X jN.I<i /.

We are now ready to prove Theorem A.2.

Proof of Theorem A.2 The terms “colimit”, “homotopy colimit” and “1–colimit”
are used in the same way as in the proof of Lemma A.5. We will denote mapping
spaces in a simplicial category by “Map”, while mapping spaces in a quasicategory are
denoted by “map”; that is, with a lowercase m.

We will prove that the functor F W Ind.N.T//! Ind.C/1 is fully faithful and essentially
surjective. To see that F is fully faithful, we need to show that

mapInd.N.T//.X;Y /!mapInd.C/1.F.X /;F.Y //

is a weak equivalence for any X;Y 2 Ind.N.T//. Since F preserves filtered1–colimits,
it suffices to show this for X 2N.T/. Write Y D colimi Yi as a filtered1–colimit of
a diagram Y W I!N.T/ (which we also denote by Y ). By Proposition 5.3.1.18 of [24]
and Lemma E.1.6.4 of [25], we may assume without loss of generality that I is the
nerve of a directed poset, which we also denote by I , with the property that I<i is finite
for any i 2 I . By Lemma A.5, we may replace Y by a strict diagram Z W I ! T. Since
a diagram as described in Lemma A.5 is cofibrant in the projective model structure
on Ind.C/I , we see that the ind-object Z D fZigi2I is the homotopy colimit of the
diagram i 7! Zi . By Theorem 4.2.4.1 of [24], the object Z is an1–colimit of the
diagram Y WN.I/! Ind.C/1, hence Z is equivalent to F.Y / (note that F preserves
filtered colimits). In particular, we obtain a commutative diagram

colimi mapInd.N.T//.X;Zi/ colimi mapInd.C/1.FX;FZi/

mapInd.N.T//.X;Y / mapInd.C/1.FX;FY /

Here the left-hand vertical map is an equivalence since objects of T are compact (in the
1–categorical sense), while the right-hand vertical map is an equivalence since it is
equivalent to colimi MapInd.C/.X;Zi/!MapInd.C/.X;Z/, which is an isomorphism
since X is compact in Ind.C/. The top horizontal map is an equivalence since F is by
construction fully faithful when restricted to N.T/ � Ind.N.T//. We conclude that
the bottom map is an equivalence and hence that F is fully faithful.
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To see that F is essentially surjective, let X be a fibrant-cofibrant object in Ind.C/. By
Lemma 7.11, X is a directed colimit colimi ti of objects in T. By Lemma 3.11, X

is also a homotopy colimit of this diagram, hence X is an1–colimit of the diagram
ftigi in the underlying1–category Ind.C/1. View ftigi as a diagram in N.T/ and
let Y denote the1–colimit of this diagram in Ind.N.T//. Since F preserves filtered
1–colimits, it follows that F.Y /'X and hence that F is essentially surjective.

We automatically obtain the following dual result. Note that item (iv) of Theorem 1.1
stated in the introduction is a direct consequence of this theorem.

Theorem A.7 Let .C;T/ be a fibration test category and suppose that T is closed
under pullbacks along fibrations (see Definition 7.10). Then the canonical functor

Pro.N.T//! Pro.C/1

is an equivalence of quasicategories.

The main theorems of this appendix can be used to determine the underlying 1–
categories of many of the examples that were mentioned throughout this paper. More-
over, it shows that the homotopy theory of Pro.C/ is often fully determined by the
full simplicial subcategory T of C. By way of illustration, we will single out one
specific example. Namely, we will relate the “profinite” Joyal–Kan model structure
(see Example 5.8) to the profinite stratified spaces defined in [8, Section 2.5]. Note that
one can use similar arguments to determine the underlying1–categories of Quick’s
and Morel’s model structures on scSet (cf [4, Section 7]) and of the profinite Joyal
model structure (see Remark A.11).

Example A.8 Let P be a finite poset and let L=P be the fibration test category defined
in Example 5.8. The full subcategory of test objects T in this fibration test category
consists of the fibrant objects of the Joyal–Kan model structure on sSet=P whose total
space is a lean simplicial set. We will call these lean P–stratified Kan complexes.
They can be described explicitly as those inner fibrations f W X � P for which X

is lean and the fiber above any point is a Kan complex. We prove in Lemma A.9
below that the homotopy-coherent nerve N.T/ of the category of lean P–stratified
Kan complexes is equivalent to Str�;P , the1–category of �–finite P–stratified spaces
defined in Definition 2.4.3 of [8]. By Theorem A.7, it now follows that the underlying
1–category of the profinite Joyal–Kan model structure on scSet=P is equivalent to
Pro.Str�;P /, which is equivalent to the1–category of profinite P–stratified spaces
defined in [8, Section 2.5].
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We conclude this appendix by proving the lemma used in the above example.

Lemma A.9 Let P be (the nerve of ) a finite poset and let T be the full simpli-
cial subcategory of sSet=P spanned by the lean P–stratified Kan complexes. Then
the homotopy-coherent nerve N.T/ is equivalent to the 1–category of �–finite P–
stratified spaces as defined in [8, Definition 2.4.3].

Proof By slightly rephrasing the definition of “�–finite” given in [8], this comes down
to proving that if X � P is a lean P–stratified Kan complex, then

(i) for any p 2 P , the set �0.f
�1.p// is finite,

(ii) there exists an n 2 N such that for all x;y 2 X , the homotopy groups of
mapX .x;y/ vanish above degree n, and

(iii) for all x;y 2X , the Kan complex mapX .x;y/ has finite homotopy groups,

and conversely that any P–stratified Kan complex X � P satisfying these properties
is equivalent to a lean P–stratified Kan complex. If X is lean, then items (i) and (iii)
follow since X is degreewise finite, while (ii) follows since X is coskeletal. For the
converse, let a P–stratified Kan complex X � P satisfy these items. If we replace
X � P by a minimal inner fibration zX ! P (cf [24, Section 2.3.3]), then it is still
a P–stratified Kan complex satisfying items (i)–(iii), so it suffices to show that zX is
lean. Since pullbacks of minimal fibrations are again minimal, it follows from (i) that
f �1.p/� zX has finitely many 0–simplices for any p 2P , and hence that zX has finitely
many 0–simplices. Since P is (the nerve of) a poset, two maps �n! zX are homotopic
relative to the boundary if and only if they are so over P . This implies that zX is
itself a minimal quasicategory, and hence degreewise finite by (iii) and Lemma A.10
below. It is proved in Proposition 2.3.4.18 of [24] that if zX is a minimal quasicategory
satisfying (ii), then it is coskeletal, so we conclude that zX is lean.

Lemma A.10 Let X be a minimal quasicategory with finitely many 0–simplices and
with the property that for any x;y 2X0, the homotopy groups of mapX .x;y/ are finite.
Then X is degreewise finite.

Proof Since X has finitely many 0–simplices, it suffices to show that for any n� 1

and any map D W @�n!X , there exist finitely many n–simplices filling D. For nD 1

this is clear: by minimality, the number of 1–simplices from x to y in X agrees with
�0 map.x;y/, which is finite by assumption. Now assume n> 1 and let D be given.
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Write E for the restriction of D to the face opposite to the n-th vertex, and write @E for
the restriction of E to @�n�1. This restriction induces a left fibration XE=!X@E=,
where these slice categories are defined as in [21, Section 3]. Let z be the 0–simplex
of X obtained by restricting D to the top vertex, and denote the fibers of XE= and
X@E= above z by map.E; z/ and map.@E; z/, respectively. Since these are fibers of
left fibrations over X , we see that these are Kan complexes. Note that the restriction
of D to ƒn

n defines a 0–simplex in map.@E; z/. Now define Fill.D/ as the pullback

Fill.D/ map.E; z/

fDjƒn
n
g map.@E; z/

y

It is clear that the 0–simplices of Fill.D/ correspond to n–simplices in X that fill D.
A 1–simplex in Fill.D/ between two such n–simplices f;g in X is exactly an .nC1/–
simplex h W �nC1 ! X such that dnh D f , dnC1h D g and dih D dismf for any
i < n. Given such an .nC1/–simplex h, the sequence .s0f; s1f; : : : ; sn�1f; h/ defines
a homotopy �n � �1 ! X between f and g relative to @�n.3 In particular, by
minimality of X , the existence of such an .nC 1/–simplex h implies that f D g,
and hence the number of elements in �0.Fill.D// equals the number of fillers of
D W @�n!X .

Since XE=!X@E= is a left fibration and map.@E; z/ is a Kan complex, the restriction
map.E; z/!map.@E; z/ is a Kan fibration and hence Fill.D/ is the homotopy fiber
of map.E; z/�map.@E; z/. In particular, if map.E; z/ and map.@E; z/ have finite
homotopy groups, then Fill.D/ does as well, and hence D has finitely many fillers. If
we let y denote the top vertex of the .n�1/–simplex E, then map.E; z/'map.y; z/,
which has finite homotopy groups by assumption. To see that map.@E; z/ has finite
homotopy groups, note that

map.@E; z/D lim
x2nd.@�n/op

map.Ejx; z/;

where nd.@�n/ denotes the poset of nondegenerate simplices of @�n�1. This follows
from the fact that the join of simplicial sets ? preserves connected colimits. We see that
for any x 2 nd.@�n/, the Kan complex map.Ejx; z/ is equivalent to map.y; z/, where
y denotes the top vertex of Ejx . In particular, it has finite homotopy groups. Note that

3The converse is also true: if there is a homotopy between f and f 0 relative to @�n, then there exists
an .nC1/–simplex h in X with the given property. A proof of this statement can be obtained by slightly
modifying the proof of Theorem I.8.2 in [23] in such a way that one only needs to fill inner horns.
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the diagram x 7!map.Ejx; z/ is injectively fibrant since the diagram fxgx2nd.@�n/ is
cofibrant in the projective model structure on sSetnd.@�n/. In particular, map.@E; z/
is a finite homotopy limit of spaces with finite homotopy groups, so it has finite
homotopy groups as well. We conclude that there are finitely many n–simplices filling
D W @�n!X .

Remark A.11 It follows as in the proofs of Lemmas A.9 and A.10 that a quasicategory
is equivalent to a lean quasicategory if and only if it has finitely many objects up to
equivalence and all its mapping spaces have finite homotopy groups that vanish above
a certain dimension; let us call such quasicategories �–finite. Applying Theorem A.7
to the fibration test category LJ of Example 5.7 shows that the underlying1–category
of the profinite Joyal model structure scSetJ (and hence also of biscSetCSS) is equivalent
to Pro.Cat1;�/, where Cat1;� denotes the1–category of �–finite1–categories.
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